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ABSTRACT

The performance of distributed applications is heavily dependent on the
interplay between the applications and the underlying network. Disparity between
the requirements of the applications and the capabilities of the network leads to
degraded application performance, which in turn results in a drop in application usage
or revenue. For example, many real-time interactive applications require lower latency
than the public Internet provides, resulting in a poor experience for application users.
At other times though, applications fail to effectively utilize all network capabilities.
For example, conventional electrical appliances are currently unable to leverage the
increased communication capabilities provided by the future smart power grid to
decrease costs or modify consumption. Scheduling is an optimization technique to
temporally and spatially allocate resources in such a way as to achieve some desired
parameter optimization, such as minimized cost. In this dissertation, I study the use
of scheduling techniques to counteract application performance degradation present
due to the disparity between application requirements and network capabilities. I
explore this disparity in both the smart grid and cloud networks, and propose
novel algorithms that rely on numerous algorithmic techniques to realize application
performance increases.
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INTRODUCTION

Motivation

There is a disparity between the capabilities of modern networks and the

requirements of the applications they support. On the one hand, the ongoing effort

to add appliance-to-provider communication capabilities to the legacy power grid

will enable unprecedented control over the generation and consumption of power.

Conventional electrical appliances do not communicate with the energy providers,

they just draw power as they need it. As such, the appliances are unable to leverage

this newfound communication capability to reduce energy consumption or save cost.

On the other hand, modern Internet applications require low latency communication

to enable a responsive user experience. This latency requirement is challenging for

the current Internet to provide due to factors outside of the application’s control (e.g.

public Internet congestion and circuitous forwarding routes). Failure to meet these

latency requirements leads to degraded application user experience and an eventual

loss of revenue as application usage drops.

Intelligently scheduling the utilization of resources can compensate for the

application performance degradation due to the disparity between capabilities and

requirements of networks and their applications. Scheduling is a broadly applicable

resource and temporal optimization technique that lends itself to networked applica-

tions, as many resources are subject to competing interests and many network factors

influencing application performance lie outside the reach of the applications. The

scheduling of resources can increase the efficiency of applications, thereby reducing

the need to upgrade infrastructure to achieve a boost in performance. Scheduling

can also be used to leverage existing network capabilities not currently employed
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by applications, resulting in increased application efficiency. In this dissertation,

I explore various methods of scheduling for improving network efficiency in cloud

networks and the smart grid. These methods leverage diverse algorithmic techniques

and result in approximation algorithms that improve on previous theoretical results.

I also introduce versatile heuristics that demonstrate good performance. All solutions

presented are subjected to extensive simulations on real-world data and conditions to

determine their viability.

Contributions

This section details the specific contributions made by the research presented in

this dissertation. These contributions are generally categorized as relating to smart

grid power scheduling or cloud resource optimization, and are outlined below.

Power Scheduling

• A reduction showing the Peak Demand Minimization (PDM) problem to be

NP-hard to approximate within a ratio of 2 by reducing it from the Scheduling

with Release Times and Deadlines on a Minimum Number of Machines (SRDM)

problem.

• An optimal dynamic programming algorithm for the PDM problem that is fixed-

parameter tractable, where the exponential parameter is the maximal number

of overlapping jobs.

• A 4-approximation algorithm for the PDM problem that uses a geometric

argument to establish its performance guarantee for the special case where

each job has the same arrival time and deadline. Prior to these results, a

7.82-approximation algorithm was the best existing algorithm [91] for this case.
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• A O(log ∆)-approximation algorithm for the PDM problem, where ∆ is the

ratio of the widest job execution window to the narrowest, for the case where

job windows can be staggered, but are non-nesting.

• Formulation the Peak Demand Minimization with Renewables (PDM-R) prob-

lem and a proof that its complexity is at least as high as the related PDM

problem.

• An optimal fixed-parameter tractable algorithm for the PDM-R problem with

improved performance on PDM instances over the fixed-parameter tractable

algorithm presented for the PDM problem. This performance improvement

is achieved using a branch-and-bound technique to limit the search space of

potential solutions.

• A linear programming relaxation scheme for the PDM-R problem. This scheme,

in concert with Chernoff Bounds also provides the first approximation (ratio of

O
(

logn
log logn

)
) algorithm for the PDM problem.

• An online heuristic for the PDM-R problem that greedily schedules jobs so that

they cost the least amount of non-renewable energy.

• An offline heuristic for both the PDM and PDM-R problems that considers the

amount of flexibility each job has prior to scheduling greedily.

• Through evaluations of all of these solutions using real world test scenarios

generated with current energy disaggregation research.
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Cloud Resource Optimization

• Formulation of the Cooperative Group Provisioning (CGP) problem and a proof

that is it NP-hard to approximate within a constant ratio via a reduction from

the Dominating Set problem.

• A greedy algorithm for the CGP problem that sequentially adds group members

to the solution by finding the connection path that contributes the least to the

overall cost from the k shortest (by latency) paths.

• A greedy algorithm for the CGP problem made to handle client churn and

multicast traffic by utilizing paths for entire connection lifespans (for churn)

and by modifying the underlying graph representation to share link costs (for

multicast).

• An evaluation of the CGP greedy algorithm with an extensive set of simulations

on networks configured with the connectivity and pricing models of three major

cloud service providers.

• A proof that the general Turnstile Placement (TP) problem is NP-hard to

approximate within a bound of o(ln k).

• A polynomial time solution for the TP problem when there is only a single

commodity by relating it to the cycle-transversal problem [97,98].

• A (lnm + 1)(ln k + 1)-approximation algorithm for the TP problem, where m

is the number of edges in the graph and k is the number of commodities.

• A spanning tree based algorithm for the general TP problem that leverages

the relationship between the single commodity TP problem and the cycle-

transversal problem.
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• A method for translating multipath flow instances into single path instances

that enable existing single path flow monitoring solutions to monitor multipath

TP instances.

Organization

The rest of this proposal is organized as follows:

Chapter 2 introduces the Peak Demand Minimization problem for scheduling

jobs so as to minimize the peak demand of the resulting schedule. It explores the

complexity of this problem as well as details four different algorithms. An evaluation

is presented that uses real-world, appliance specific, energy data to evaluate these

algorithms against each other and against legacy solutions.

Chapter 3 introduces the Peak Demand Minimization with Renewables problem

for scheduling jobs so as to minimize the peak non-renewable energy required to

support the resulting schedule. Three different algorithms are detailed, including a

linear programming relaxation scheme that provides the first approximation algorithm

for the related Peak Demand Minimization problem.

Chapter 4 introduces the Cooperative Group Provisioning problem. The

complexity of this problem is explored and a greedy algorithm that can handle

common network conditions (group churn and multicast schemes) is detailed. An

evaluation of the algorithm in a simulated multi-cloud environment using parameters

gleamed for cloud service providers and ping measurements is also presented.

Chapter 5 explores the complexity and details various solutions for the Turnstile

Placement problem. An optimal algorithm for a special case and approximation

algorithm for the general case are introduced. For completeness, a simulation of

these algorithms completed by a colleague is also included.
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PEAK DEMAND MINIMIZATION

This chapter details the methods presented in [101, 102] of scheduling power

jobs so as to minimize the peak cumulative power demand of a schedule in the smart

grid. Smart grid technology has the opportunity to revolutionize our control over

power consumption. Currently power-requesting jobs are scheduled in an on-demand

fashion; power draw begins when the consumer requests power (turns on an appliance)

and ends when the job is complete (appliance is turned off). Often such jobs have

some flexibility in their starting times (e.g. a dishwasher or electric vehicle charger).

This chapter aims to schedule power jobs so as to minimize peak demand of the

resulting schedule. A general version of the problem is first introduced in which the

job intervals can be staggered. While the problem is known to be NP-hard (shown

in fact to be even NP-hard to approximate), this chapter introduces an optimal

algorithm based on dynamic programming that is fixed-parameter tractable (FPT)

and an effective greedy heuristic algorithm. For several important special cases, new

constant-factor approximation algorithms that improve on previous results are also

detailed. Simulation results using household power usage data show that peak power

demand can be significantly reduced by intelligently leveraging the flexibility in job

execution times.

Background

This chapter considers a variation on the classic job scheduling problem in which

the goal is to minimize the peak demand of a schedule. An important scenario where

this problem arises is in scheduling power jobs in the smart grid. It is advantageous

for utility providers to keep aggregate power demand as flat as possible since this

reduces the cost of generation and distribution. In addition, power generation may
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be performed at a local level in which there is reduced benefit of averaging over a

large set of users. Currently, power job requests in the home are not scheduled: power

draw begins when the consumer turns on an appliance and ends when the appliance

is turned off. This on-demand scheduling can lead to high peaks of power usage

when consumers collectively issue many jobs, such as in the evening when numerous

household appliances are running. Though many appliances need to be scheduled in

an on-demand fashion to provide instant functionality (e.g. television, light bulbs),

other appliances may have more flexibility and can be delayed and executed at a later

time, when power draw is not so high (e.g. dishwasher, plug-in vehicle charging) [94].

This job flexibility provides the opportunity to flatten out the overall demand by

intelligently delaying execution of some jobs.

There are several interesting variations on the peak demand scheduling problem:

To begin with, some jobs may be known in advance while others arrive in a dynamic

unpredictable fashion. Thus, the problem can be viewed in both offline and online

settings. Another variation is whether jobs are preemptable, meaning they can be

interrupted for some time, provided they are completed by the deadline. Some loads

such as heating an electric water heater or charging a plug-in electric vehicle are

preemptable but other loads such as running a dishwasher are not. Finally, some

loads may be resizable in the sense that their power requirements may be adjustable

between higher or lower power levels in conjunction with different execution times

(e.g. battery charging). Each of these variations has an impact on the computational

complexity of creating a schedule that minimizes the peak demand.

This chapter focuses on minimizing the peak demand of a schedule of non-

preemptable, non-resizable jobs having flexible timelines. The contributions of this

chapter are summarized below:
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1. An optimal FPT algorithm based on dynamic programming.

2. An effective heuristic algorithm for the general case of non-preemptive peak

demand minimization scheduling.

3. A 4-approximation algorithm for the case where jobs have the same arrival times

and deadlines. Prior to this result, a 7.82-approximation algorithm was the best

existing algorithm [91] for this case.

4. A O(log ∆)-approximation algorithm, where ∆ is the ratio of the widest job

execution window to the narrowest, for the case where job windows can be

staggered, but are non-nesting.

5. An evaluation of the algorithms developed in this chapter using real world test

scenarios that leverage current energy disaggregation research.

The rest of this chapter discusses related work, formalization of the PDM

problem, algorithmic solutions, simulation results, and conclusions.

Related Work

Several variations on job scheduling for the smart grid have recently been

explored. In [61] and [62], the authors define a job model, derive a lower bound on

the optimal schedule cost for the offline, preemptive, non-resizable variation and also

provide an optimal online algorithm for the preemptive, non-resizable case, assuming

a statistical description of the input. In [70] and [38], the authors apply linear

programming techniques to power job scheduling with an emphasis on pricing and

price prediction models with the result of reducing peak loads. The main difference

is that the work in this chapter considers specific jobs and aims to schedule them
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within an acceptable window. These other works do not look at specific jobs, but

instead aim to reduce overall usage with price incentives. In [91], the authors provide

an approximation algorithm for peak minimization (MP) of non-preemptive jobs with

the common execution window version of the problem addressed by the approximation

algorithm on page 18. The MP algorithm has an approximation ratio of 7.821, while

the one on page 18 is 4.

A problem closely related to peak demand scheduling is the much studied

problem of job scheduling for a speed scalable CPU [99]. In this case, the tasks

are compute jobs and the processing unit can vary the speed at which the current

job executes; higher speed results in more energy use. While the preemptive version

of the problem has been well-studied and good offline and online algorithms are

known, only recently has the non-preemptive version been addressed [19], [21]. A

version of the speed scaling problem that considers parallelizable jobs has also received

recent attention [45]. Scheduling parallelizable compute jobs is similar for power jobs

scheduling as both leverage concurrent execution.

Non-preemptive job scheduling is similar to rectangular strip packing [71], [20].

The main differences are that, in the general case, jobs are limited in where they can

be placed in the strip and once jobs are scheduled, they do not need to remain as

intact rectangles. Since job height represents the power required, each segment of a

scheduled job will drop to lie on top of the job below it, instead of remaining as an

intact rectangle in the strip.

1While not explicitly stated in [91], the best approximation ratio achieved for the MP algorithm
results from minimizing a+2+ 2a

a−1 , which occurs at a =
√
2+ 1 and yields an approximation ratio

of 7.82.
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Problem Formulation

Job j is defined as a 4-tuple: (aj, dj, lj, hj), where aj and dj are the arrival time

and deadline within the time interval [0, T ], lj is the job length, and hj is the job

demand. Job j is scheduled by assigning it a start time, sj, such that [sj, sj + lj] ⊂

[aj, dj]. [aj, dj] is called the execution window of j.

The demand at time t is,

H(t) =
∑
j

hjχ[t∈[sj ,sj+lj ]]

where χ indicates if job j is being executed at time t:

χ[t∈[sj ,sj+lj ]] =


1, if t ∈ [sj, sj + lj]

0, otherwise

Then, the peak demand, Hmax, of the schedule is the maximum demand of any

of the timeslots in [0, T ]:

Hmax = max
t∈[0,T ]

H(t)

Definition 2.1. The Peak Demand Minimization Problem (PDM) is, given

a set of n jobs, determine a set of start times, {sj}, so as to minimize Hmax.

In general, each job can have any valid arrival time and deadline pair which

leads to staggered execution windows as shown in Figure 2.1. This chapter considers

both the general version of this problem as well as the case where jobs have common

execution windows (same arrival times and deadlines).
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Figure 2.1: Non-preemptive power jobs to be scheduled

Computational Complexity

In [102], we showed PDM to be NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 3
2
− ε

via a reduction from the Bin-Packing problem. It can be seen that PDM is even

NP-hard to approximate within a ratio of 2 by reducing it from the Scheduling with

Release Times and Deadlines on a Minimum Number of Machines (SRDM) problem.

Lemma 2.1. For all ε > 0, PDM is NP-hard to approximate within a factor of 2− ε.

Proof. The SRDM problem considers scheduling jobs that consist of release times,

deadlines, and lengths in a way that minimizes the number of machines needed to

construct a schedule. An instance of SRDM can be reduced to an instance of PDM

by retaining each job’s release time, deadline, length, and making each job’s height

to be 1.

Then, any solution to the PDM instance that results in a schedule of height p,

will be a schedule for the SRDM instance requiring p machines due to the unit height

of all the jobs. Likewise, any solution to the SRDM instance requiring p machines

will be a schedule for the PDM instance of height p because that is the minimum

number of concurrently executing jobs. It follows that any approximation algorithm
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for PDM will provide the same approximation ratio for SRDM. Since SRDM cannot

be approximated within a factor of 2 − ε, so the same hardness result applies to

PDM [35].

Algorithms

This section introduces a simple heuristic algorithm for the general case of the

PDM problem and then presents approximation algorithms for several important

special cases.

An Optimal FPT Algorithm

The PDM-Exact algorithm detailed here employs dynamic programming tech-

niques to minimize schedule height for the general, staggered execution window

version of the problem. The algorithm searches for the minimum feasible peak power

demand by testing whether or not the jobs can be scheduled under a predetermined

power threshold τ . The threshold τ is then varied until the minimum value

can be determined. Feasibility testing is performed by considering, for each job,

every possible configuration of start times of that job and each previous job it

overlaps (employing a non-trivial definition of overlap), and then seeing if a set of

configurations for each job can be concurrently scheduled. Pseudocode is presented

in Algorithm 2.1 and further explained below.

Job Overlap Lists Order the jobs by increasing deadline first and then by

increasing arrival time. Then determine, for each job j, the set of jobs that j

overlaps. Overlap is defined in a non-trivial manner: Job i is said to overlap

job j if i ≤ j and minl≥j(al) < di. I define job overlap lists Lj, as follows:
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On a set of jobs:

Sort jobs first by deadline and then by arrival time.

Compute Lj = {i : job i overlaps job j}.
Let τmax = 1

while (not Is-Feasible(τmax))

τmax = 2 · τmax

endwhile

Binary search for τmin = arg minτ∈(τmax/2,τmax] Is-Feasible(τ)

Select c ∈ Cn−1
Set sn−1 according to c

for each job j = n− 2 to 0:

Let c′ ∈ h(c) (note: c′ ∈ Cj)
Set sj according to c′

Let c = c′

endfor

Algorithm 2.1: PDM-Exact

Lj = {i : job i overlaps job j}. Figure 2.2 illustrates a non-trivial example of job

overlaps. Note that L0 = {0}, L1 = {0, 1} and L2 = {0, 1, 2} in Figure 2.2.

Lemma 2.2. For ordered jobs: i, ..., k, ..., j, if job i is in Lj, then job i is also in Lk.

Proof. This is easy to confirm as i ∈ Lj implies that minl≥j(al) < di. Since the jobs

are ordered by deadline, minl≥j(al) < di ≤ dk.

Figure 2.2: Job 0 overlaps job 1 due to job 2’s early arrival time
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On a potential power threshold τ :

update Cj = {〈. . . , sk, . . .〉 : k ∈ Lj, ak ≤ sk ≤ dk − lk,
maxHeight(〈. . . , sk, . . .〉) ≤ τ}.

for each job j = 1 to n− 1:

for each c′ ∈ Cj:
Let h(c′) = {c ∈ Cj−1 : c ∼ c′}
if h(c′) = ∅

Cj.remove(c)

endif

endfor

if Cj = ∅
return false

endif

endfor

return true

Algorithm 2.2: Is-Feasible(τ)

Configuration Generation A value for the power threshold τ is given. For each

job j, generate every possible configuration 〈. . . , sk, . . .〉 of start times of jobs k in its

overlap list Lj. Define maxHeight(〈. . . , sk, . . .〉) as the peak demand of the jobs in Lj

given these start times. Each configuration is a tuple consisting of a valid start time

for each job k in Lj, such that the peak demand of the configuration is at most τ .

The configuration lists are formally defined as:

Cj = {〈. . . , sk, . . .〉 : k ∈ Lj, ak ≤ sk ≤ dk − lk,maxHeight(〈. . . , sk, . . .〉) ≤ τ}
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Figure 2.3: Compatible configurations

Definition 2.2. Configuration c in Ci and c′ in Cj are compatible (written c ∼ c′)

if they agree on the starting times of all jointly shared jobs. A configuration, c′ in Cj

has a valid history if j = 0, or there is a c in Cj−1 such that c ∼ c′ and c has a

valid history.

Figure 2.3 shows an example of compatible configurations. Note that since job 0

in Figure 2.3 has multiple valid start times that do not interfere with the other jobs,

there are multiple configurations in C2 that are compatible with c′ ∈ C3.

Feasibility Testing Lemma 2.2 implies that each overlap list Lj is consecutive

run of jobs ending at job j. It follows that a configuration history c0 ∼ c1 ∼ · · · ∼ cj

defines a specific start time for each job 0 to j. For every configuration c ∈ Cj, ordered

by j, Cj−1 is searched for valid histories of c. As they are found, pointers are assigned

to point from c to its valid history configurations c′ ∈ Cj−1. If a valid history for

c ∈ Cj cannot be found then it is removed from Cj and cannot serve as part of a valid

history for configurations in Cj+1. Furthermore, if maxHeight(c) > τ then c is also

removed from Cj. If Cj is empty at the end, then the peak demand threshold τ is not

feasible. If a valid history can be found for at least one configuration of the final job

n, then a schedule can be generated with a peak demand at most τ .
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Schedule Building A schedule can be built once the minimum τ is known

by beginning with the last job and constructing the valid history in reverse.

That configuration includes a pointer to a valid history configuration in the prior

configuration list and so on. Proceed through the jobs in reverse, selecting a

configuration for job j − 1 that belongs to a valid history of the configuration that

was chosen for job j.

Theorem 2.1. The schedule found by PDM-Exact achieves the optimal peak power

demand.

Proof. Suppose S∗ is an optimal PDM schedule for the given input jobs with peak

demand τ ∗. Let c∗j be the configuration for job j that agrees with S∗. Clearly, c∗0 will

be an available configuration in C0 if the current test threshold τ ≥ τ ∗. By induction,

c∗j will also be an available configuration in Cj Thus, τ will reach τ ∗ and the schedule

with the optimal peak demand will be found.

Fixed Parameter Tractability

Definition 2.3. An algorithm is said to be fixed parameter tractable (FPT) if there

exists some parameters, p1, p2, ..., of the input or output such that the running time

of the algorithm is a polynomial function of the input size times some function of the

parameters: f(p1, p2, ...) · poly(n).

The complexity of PDM-Exact is driven by the size of the configuration lists

Cj, which is dependent on the size of Lj and the number of possible start times for

each job. Thus, a large number of jobs having limited overlap list sizes can still be

scheduled efficiently. On the other hand, the worst case is if there is a job that spans

the entire timescale, then every configuration of all jobs needs to be considered. If n

represents the number of jobs, m = maxj(|Lj|), and q is the maximum number of job
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start times, i.e. q = maxj(dj−aj− lj + 1) ≤ T , then the running time of PDM-Exact

is O(lg τ ∗ · qm · n), where τ ∗ is the optimal peak demand value.

A Greedy Heuristic Algorithm

As noted above, the general PDM problem is NP-hard to approximate so we

consider a heuristic approach that is shown to be effective in practice. The idea is to

schedule jobs that have tight execution windows first and save jobs with more space

in their execution windows to be scheduled later. To schedule a job, simply find the

starting time that minimizes the peak demand of the schedule created so far. The

complete algorithm is given below as Algorithm 2.3 (note that wj ∈ [0, 1] measures

the tightness of job j; values closer to 1 indicate tighter jobs).

On a set of jobs:

forall jobs j

Set wj =
lj

dj−aj+1

endforall

Sort jobs by decreasing wj values

forall jobs j (in sorted order)

sj = aj

for Each start time t, in j’s execution window

if maxHeight(S ∪ t) < maxHeight(S ∪ sj)
sj = t

endif

endfor

endforall

Algorithm 2.3: PDM-Heuristic
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Figure 2.4: Example job schedule

A Common Execution Window Algorithm

This section details a 4-approximation algorithm that aims to minimize schedule

height for the special case version where jobs have common execution windows. This

algorithm compares favorably to the MP algorithm presented in [91], which achieves

a 7.82-approximation ratio for the same problem.

The basic idea of this algorithm is to group jobs based on their height and then

schedule each group in horizontal strips. Group i contains all jobs that have height

between h
2i+1 and h

2i
, where h is the largest job height in the input. Jobs within each

group are ordered by non-increasing length and scheduling is done one group at a time

beginning with G0. At the beginning of each group being scheduled, the strips that

already exist from the prior groups are each split in half horizontally. This results in

two times the number of strips, with each being half of the previous strips’ height.

Jobs from the group being scheduled have access to the remaining space in the current

strips, or a new strip is created if needed. Figure 2.4 illustrates an example of jobs

being scheduled that do not require generation of any new strips. Details are given

in the subsequent proofs.

Definition 2.4. The span of a job is the number of strips that a job occupies.

Initially, span(j) = 1 when the job is first scheduled and is doubled when each
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On a set of jobs:

Sort jobs by non-increasing height

Let h be the maximum job height

Partition jobs into groups, Gi, based on job height such that:
Gi = {jobs, j| h

2i
≥ hj >

h
2i+1}

Sort each group by non-increasing length

Let R be the set of largest scheduled timeslots in each strip

forall groups Gi, starting at i = 0

forall r ∈ R
R.add(r)

endforall

forall j ∈ Gi

Find largest r ∈ R s.t. r + lj − 1 ≤ T

if such an r exists

Set sj = r and R.remove(r)

else

Set sj = 0 to begin a new strip

endif

R.add(sj + lj)

endforall

endforall

Algorithm 2.4: PDM-CW (Common Execution Windows)

subsequent group splits all strips in half.

Define the area of a job, strip, schedule, and jobs in a schedule as follows: Aj = hj · lj

(area of a specific job)

AS =
∑

j∈S
Aj

span(j)
(area of jobs in strip S)

Aalg = Halg · T (area of the algorithm’s schedule)

Ajobs =
∑
S∈scheduleAS (area of all jobs in a schedule)
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Strip S is filled if AS ≥ 1
4
hST , where hS is the height of S.

The proof that PDM-CW is a 4-approximation algorithm leverages the fact that

a schedule’s optimal height (Hopt) and actual height (Halg) can be related through

Aalg and Ajobs since,

Ajobs ≤ Aopt ≤ Aalg

then,

Aalg ≤ αAjobs ⇒ Aalg ≤ αAopt

⇒ Halg · T ≤ αHopt · T

⇒ Halg

Hopt
≤ α

It is also important to identify the three ways that a strip can be created in the

PDM-CW algorithm:

1. The initial strip of height h is created at the beginning of G0’s scheduling.

2. All existing strips are split in half at the beginning of each group’s scheduling.

These strips are called children.

3. If a job is too wide to fit into any existing strips, a new strip of that group’s

height is created and the job is scheduled to start at time 0. This strip is the

parent of all its children created for subsequent groups.

Lemma 2.3. A new, not filled, strip is created for Gi only if all preceding strips are

filled. Furthermore, at most one new, not filled, strip can exist at the end of Gi’s

scheduling.
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Proof. First see that every unfilled strip has a length of less than T
2
. By Definition

2.4, if strip S is unfilled,

∑
j∈S

Aj
span(j)

= AS <
1

4
hST

Then, since each job’s area is evenly spread amongst all strips it lies in, the area

of job j allotted to each strip is greater equal hS
2
lj, where hS is the height of the

strip. This is because every group contains jobs with a height minimum of half the

minimum height of the previous group. Thus,

⇒
∑
j∈S

hS
2
lj ≤

∑
j∈S

Aj
span(j)

<
1

4
hST

⇒
∑
j∈S

lj <
T

2

It follows easily that a new unfilled strip will not be created when there are

existing unfilled strips, as the new strip would merely be scheduled in an existing

unfilled strip. A similar argument shows that at most one new unfilled strip exists at

the end of Gi’s scheduling: If two strips existed, then their lengths are both less than

T
2

and could be scheduled in the same strip.

Lemma 2.4. If all strips in a schedule are filled, then the maximum height of the

entire schedule is at most four times the optimal value.

Proof. Suppose that Gi was the last group to be scheduled and that there are n

strips in the final schedule. Since Gi is the final group, each strip is of height h
2i

and

Halg ≤ n h
2i

. Further, since each strip in the schedule is filled, the area of jobs within
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each strip is at least 1
4
h
2i
T . Then,

Aalg ≤ n
h

2i
T ≤ 4n

1

4

h

2i
T = 4Ajobs

Lemma 2.5. If there is at least one strip in the schedule that is not filled, then the

maximum height of the entire schedule is at most four times the optimal value.

Proof. Suppose the schedule contains a not filled strip and let q be its parent, created

during Gi’s scheduling. By Lemma 2.3, q is the parent of all not filled strips in the

final schedule, since new strips created before and after q must be filled. This leads

to two cases:

Case 1. q is not the initial strip. Let w1 be the length of q and w2 be the length

of any other strip, at the end of Gi’s scheduling. q was created because some job was

too wide to fit in any existing strips, which means that T ≤ w1 + w2. Since h
2i+1 is

the minimum height of jobs in each strip at this point,

T ≤ w1 + w2 ⇒
h

2i+1
T ≤ h

2i+1
(w1 + w2)

⇒ h

2i+1
T ≤ Ajobs

Thus, the area of these two strips is:

Aalg ≤ 2
h

2i
T ≤ 4

h

2i+1
T = 4Ajobs

Since the height of q and any other strip at the end of Gi’s scheduling is at most

four times optimal, the schedule is too since all remaining strips are filled. The final
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schedule is then at most four times optimal since all new rows on top of q must be

filled, and thus accounted for through Lemma 2.4.

Case 2. q is the initial strip. By Lemma 2.3, all strips above q are filled and too

wide to fit in q. We know that q has height h, since a job of height h must exist and

be in G0. Let H = Halg − h, and let w1 be the minimum length of children of q and

w2 be the minimum length of strips that are not children of q. Then, T ≤ w1 + w2

and w2 > w1, or else q would be filled. Then,

Aalg ≤ hT +HT = hT + αhT , for some α > 0

≤ h(w1 + w2)(α + 1), since T ≤ w1 + w2

= 2hw1 + hw1(α− 1) + hw2α + hw2

≤ 2hw1 + hw2(α− 1) + hw2α + hw2, since w2 > w1

= 2hw1 + 2hw2α ≤ 4(
h

2
w1 +

αh

2
w2) ≤ 4Ajob

Theorem 2.2. PDM-CW is a 4-approximation algorithm and runs in O(n2) time.

Proof. The fact that PDM-CW is a 4-approximation algorithm follows directly from

Lemmas 2.4 and 2.5. Step 1 of PDM-CW is sorting and partitioning, which can be

done in O(n2) time, and Step 2 can be completed in O(n2) because for every job, we

need to search through the list of rightmost boundary points, and we cannot have

more rightmost boundary points than we have jobs.

PDM-CW for Online Scheduling To modify PDM-CW for online job scheduling,

let group i ∈ (−∞,+∞) contain all jobs that have a height between 2i+1 and 2i.

Unlike for PDM-CW, strips are only used by the group that created them. When a
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new jobs arrives, it is scheduled in the strip for its group that provides the tightest

fit, or a new strip is created if none are available.

Theorem 2.3. The algorithm described above achieves a competitive ratio of 8 against

an optimal offline algorithm.

Proof. If all strips become filled, the height of the schedule is at most four times

optimal (similar to Lemma 2.4). If no strips are filled, the height of the schedule is

at most four times optimal since the group heights define a geometric series and the

sum of which must be at most four times the height of the largest job. If there is a

mixture of filled and unfilled strips, they can be grouped and sum to at most eight

times the optimal height.

A Non-nesting Execution Window Algorithm

Finally, consider the case in which the job execution windows can be staggered,

but are non-nesting, meaning that if ai ≤ aj then di ≤ dj for all jobs i, j. Since the

jobs are non-nesting, they can be ordered first by increasing arrival times then by

increasing deadlines, in case of ties. Partition the ordered job list into consecutive

runs called regions such that if s is the first job in the region and t is the last job then

for all s ≤ i ≤ t, we have li ≥ 1
2
L, where L = (dt − as), the total region length.

I first describe a modification to the common execution window algorithm from

page 18 that will be useful: The main difference is that we will reserve additional

space for “remainder” jobs in each height category (these are the jobs that end up in

unfilled strips). As noted, the maximum length of the remainder jobs for each height

category is T/2. Let the maximum height of any job be h, as before. Reserve a [0, T ]

strip of height h the remainder jobs with height category (h/2, h]; these jobs will be

scheduled in [0, T/2]. Remainder jobs from height category (h/4, h/2] will then be
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scheduled in the [T/2, T ] portion of the strip. Next, a strip of height h/4 will be

allocated for remainder jobs from the next two height categories and so on. The total

height of the remainder strips is then h+ h
4

+ h
16

+ . . . ≤ 4
3
h. By arguments analogous

to those in Lemma 2.4, regular strips (as opposed to remainder strips) are at least 1
4

full so the above construction leads to a 4 + 4
3

= 51
3
-approximation algorithm for the

common execution window case. A useful observation about this modified algorithm

is that in each strip, no jobs overlap, i.e. no jobs are simultaneously scheduled within

a strip.

The strategy we employ for the non-nesting execution window case is to use a

further modification of the above algorithm to schedule jobs within each region from

the job list: The modified algorithm proceeds by first determining the height category

of each job in the region and then processing each height category separately from

largest to smallest. Within each category, the jobs are ordered by decreasing length

into a list J . Next, the algorithm creates a schedule strip by finding the maximum

number of jobs from the beginning of J that can placed in a non-overlapping fashion

in the schedule; this is done greedily: the jobs selected are ordered by their arrival

times and the job with the earliest arrival time is scheduled at this time, then the

job with the next earliest arrival time is scheduled as early as possible in such a way

to not overlap the first job and so on. Once the maximum number of jobs from the

head of J that can be scheduled in this way is found, these jobs are scheduled in

a strip and removed from J . This process continues until all jobs are scheduled. If

the total length of the jobs in the final strip is less than L/4, then these jobs are

considered remainder jobs and they are scheduled in the reserve strips as above (each

job execution window is is at least L/2 in width; it follows that the width of the

scheduled jobs in each strip, except possibly the final strip from the height category

will have total width at least L/4).
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Lemma 2.6. The above algorithm provides a 91
3
-approximation for the region

scheduling problem.

Proof. Let Hopt be the peak demand of an optimal schedule for the region in question.

Regular strips are at least L/4 full with non-overlapping jobs that differ in height by

at most a factor of 2. This means that they occupy at least 1
8

of the total area

available within the strip. Again, by a similar area argument to the one used in the

proof of Lemma 2.4, it follows that the optimal schedule for such jobs must have a

peak demand at least 1
8

the peak demand found by the algorithm; i.e. Hmax ≤ 8Hopt.

As discussed, the remainder jobs can be slotted into strips whose total height is at

most 4
3
h ≤ 4

3
Hopt, where h is the largest job height present in the input. It follows

that Hmax ≤ 91
3
Hopt as claimed.

Next, observe that the maximum number of regions that can overlap each other

is O(log ∆), where ∆ is the ratio of the longest job interval to the shortest, i.e.

∆ = maxi di−ai
mini di−ai .

Begin with a lemma that shows that only a constant number of regions of similar

size can overlap. Define the length class of a region of length L to be dlog2 Le, e.g.

regions whose length falls in (1, 2] have length class 1. Observe that the number of

distinct region length classes in the input is at most dlog2 ∆e.

Lemma 2.7. At most 24 regions of the same length class can overlap.

Proof. Consider the case of length class 1; the proof is analogous for other values.

Suppose that the arrival time of the first job in the first region is 0. The duration

of any job from a class 1 region is at least 1/2 (since the total region length is is at

least 1). Suppose that the left endpoint of subsequent regions stays in the interval

[0, 1/4]. This can happen for at most 3 subsequent regions. To see this, note that the
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right endpoints of all jobs in this new region must be greater than 1 (otherwise they

would belong to the first region). Thus, these jobs must all be at least 3/4 in length.

A similar argument shows that jobs in the next region must be at least 3/2 in length

(the right endpoints must be greater than 13
4
). At this point another new region of

class 1 cannot be created if the left endpoint is to stay in the [0, 1/4]; its jobs would

be of length at least 3 (doubling as before) which is too long for a class 1 region. This

means that the next region’s left endpoint must be located outside of [0, 1/4]. Thus,

at most three different class 1 regions can have a left endpoint in [0, 1/4]. Since the

maximum length of a class 1 region is 2, it follows that at most 3 · 8 = 24 class 1

regions can overlap.

Theorem 2.4. Applying the region-scheduling algorithm to each region in the input

independently yields a O(log ∆)-approximation algorithm to the overall problem of

power scheduling with staggered, non-nesting job intervals. The running time of the

algorithm is O(n2).

Proof. By the above observation, there are at most dlog2 ∆e length classes. Together

with Lemma 2.7, this implies that the maximum number of overlapping regions at any

time point is 24dlog2 ∆e. Within each of the each regions the schedule created is at

most 91
3

times optimal. Since the schedules created for overlapping regions stack up,

the maximum peak heights for each region may add up in the final schedule created by

the algorithm (whereas the optimal schedule may find a way to avoid this). Thus, the

overall solution found by the algorithm is at most a factor of 91
3
·24dlog2 ∆e = O(log ∆)

from optimal. Suppose region i contains ni jobs; the running time of the algorithm is

dominated by the time to apply the modified version of Algorithm 2.4 to each region.

The time required is
∑

iO(n2
i ) = O(n2), since

∑
i ni = n.
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Since the approximation constant in the above algorithm is somewhat large, it

was not implemented for testing.

Experimental Results

Simulations were conducted using PDM-Exact, PDM-Heuristic, PDM-CW, and

two other algorithms: MP [91] is the 7.82-approximation algorithm presented in [91],

OnDemand schedules jobs to start at their arrival time.

Jobs were created using appliance specific data from six residences [59].

Appliances likely to have flexible timelines (e.g. washing machine) were identified

and their height, length, and arrival time distributions within a 24 hour period were

determined. Deadlines were set to be uniformly distributed between the minimum

deadline and four times the average length.

Staggered Execution Window Evaluation

Two different scenarios were considered to test the effectiveness of the algorithms.

First, a simpler scenario was created in order to test the performance of the PDM-

Exact algorithm. Instead of generating jobs as described above, jobs were randomly

generated with arrival time 0 to simulate a single peak. Figure 2.5a shows the average

results of running PDM-Exact, PDM-Heuristic and OnDemand on five iterations of

five jobs each from this simplified data generation. The average peak power demand

was 1.36 for PDM-Exact, 1.44 for PDM-Heuristic, and 2.89 for OnDemand scheduling.

As can be seen in the figure, the PDM-Heuristic algorithm achieves a near-optimal

schedule.

Next, Figure 2.5b shows the average of 1000 iterations of peak power demand

versus time of day for both PDM-Heuristic and the OnDemand algorithm (PDM-

Exact was unable to schedule a realistic number of these jobs) over a 24 hour period.
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Figure 2.5: Performance of PDM scheduling algorithms

The average peak power demand from OnDemand scheduling is 42.0 kWh while the

average peak for the PDM-Heuristic is 20.8 kWh.

Common Execution Window Evaluation

The first test scenario for common window algorithms varied the number of jobs

from 20 to 500 for 100 timeslots. The average of 1000 iterations of peak demand versus

number of jobs is shown in Figure 2.5c. The OnDemand algorithm is not plotted, as

all solutions present a very large improvement over every job being started at timeslot

0. PDM-CW reduces the peak by 50% compared to MP [91] for 100 jobs, but this
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reduction decreases to 10% by 500 jobs. It is also apparent that PDM-CW performs

similarly to PDM-Heuristic in the case of common windows.

The second scenario varies the number of timeslots from 40 to 160 for 500 jobs.

The average of 1000 iterations of peak demand versus number of timeslots is shown in

Figure 2.5d. The peak demand for all algorithms decreases as the number of timeslots

increases, since there is more space for job packing. PDM-CW reduces the peak by

6% at 40 timeslots compared to MP [91], and 17% at 160 timeslots.

Conclusions

Emerging smart grid systems will allow for more control over the scheduling

of power jobs which will enable cost savings. This chapter presented several new

algorithms for the PDM problem: an FPT algorithm and a heuristic algorithm for

the general (staggered execution window) problem, a 4-approximation algorithm for

the common execution window special case, and another approximation algorithm

for non-nesting jobs. Together, these algorithms advance the state-of-the-art for the

PDM problem and offer the ability to effectively reduce peak loads in future smart

grid deployments.
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PEAK DEMAND MINIMIZATION WITH RENEWABLES

This chapter explores methods of scheduling power jobs under a renewable

energy curve (paper containing these results in review). Power-using jobs are

traditionally scheduled in an on-demand fashion leading to large peaks in energy

usage that are proportionally more expensive than constant demand to generate and

provision for. These peaks are exacerbated in local microgrids that do not benefit

from the aggregate smoothing experienced by large grids. Demand-side scheduling

can reduce these peaks by taking advantage of the fact that there is often flexibility

in job start times. The availability of renewable energy provides an additional

mechanism for controlling the non-renewable consumption. This chapter explores

shifting the execution of some jobs to times of high renewable energy generation,

so as to minimize the peak non-renewable energy required. The Peak Demand

Minimization with Renewables (PDM-R) optimization problem is formalized and

four algorithms provided: An optimal, fixed-parameter tractable algorithm, a linear

programming relaxation scheme, and an offline and online heuristic (where jobs are

unknown in advance). This linear programming relaxation also provides the first

approximation algorithm for the well-studied Peak Demand Minimization (PDM)

problem’s general case, where jobs can have any release time or deadline. Simulation

results using household consumption data and local wind power availability show that

these algorithms are effective in reducing peak non-renewable power consumption.

Background

Power grids are forced to tailor the generation of energy to fulfill instantaneous

consumer demand. The lack of coordination between generation and consumption

leads to peaks in demand, which are proportionally more expensive to generate
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and provision for. Large grids are able to realize the benefit of smoothing by the

aggregation of many jobs, which naturally flatten peaks. Local microgrids, and even

larger regional grids, do not see such a high degree of smoothing and are particularly

sensitive to variability in power demand.

Direct consumer appliance to energy provider communication is a founda-

tion of enhanced smart grid capabilities. Intra-grid communication enables co-

ordination between consumers and suppliers, and provides unprecedented control

over energy consumption.

Smoothing out demand can be accomplished in several ways, one of which is to

schedule jobs such that peaks are minimized. Scheduling to reduce peaks is possible

because many jobs have flexibility in when they can be executed. Some appliances

require instant functionality (e.g. light bulbs) but many others have more flexibility in

exactly when they operate (e.g. dishwasher). This flexibility can be leveraged to shift

demand to off peak times. This problem is called the Peak Demand Minimization

(PDM) problem and has been studied extensively [43,54,62,65,82,91,101,102].

The challenges associated with smoothing out demand are complicated when

renewable generation sources are integrated into the grid. Many renewable generation

sources do not have the capability to dynamically scale output to the degree

that traditional generation sources are capable of. Additionally, without more

sophisticated storage mechanisms, failure to utilize renewable energy does not save

it for later. This leads to the compounded issue of using volatile sources to generate

energy for volatile demand.

This chapter proposes methods for scheduling non-preemptable jobs, which are

jobs that must be executed without interruption (i.e. they cannot be paused during

execution). These methods aim to reduce the peak load required of non-renewable

generation sources by leveraging available renewable energy. This chapter formally
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introduce the Peak Demand Minimization with Renewables (PDM-R) problem, an

extension of the PDM problem, and describes three algorithms:

1. An optimal algorithm based on dynamic programming that is fixed parameter

tractable.

2. An approximation algorithm, based on a linear programming rounding tech-

nique. For the PDM version of the problem, this provides a O
(

logn
log logn

)
-

approximation and is the first known approximation.

3. An effective greedy heuristic algorithm that can be used in either an online or

offline fashion.

Each of these algorithms is tested using real power job data from energy

disaggregation research and renewable energy generation data from the National

Renewable Energy Laboratory [41].

A key assumption of the methods in this chapter is that the amount of renewable

energy available is known in advance for the entire time period being scheduled. This

is a large assumption for the general use of renewable sources. Forecasting techniques

are detailed on page 35 that allow tuning the forecasted renewable energy availability

to the risk one is willing to accept of the scheduled peak exceeding the actual peak.

Future efforts to incorporate uncertainty directly into these algorithms is discussed

on page 55.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Related work is discussed on

page 34. The problem is formulated on page 35 and examine its computational

complexity. Algorithms are presented on page 38 and simulation results are presented

on page 52. The chapter is concluded and future work discussed on page 55.
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Related Work

In this section, this work is placed in the context current demand response

research, and background on forecasting renewable power availability is provided.

Power Job Scheduling

Many variations on modifying demand to improve the efficiency of power grids

(generically called demand response) have been explored. These approaches can

generically be categorized as utility function optimization (commonly cost function

minimization) and peak demand minimization.

Utility function optimization techniques use price incentives to encourage

consumers to modify their behavior to achieve some aggregate objective (e.g.

generation cost minimization) [28, 33, 66, 84, 90, 107]. Some of these efforts consider

renewable energy when influencing load shape, which is the goal [33,66,84,90,107] of

this chapter. However, generic cost function optimization is fundamentally different

from peak demand minimization, since it does not provide explicit control over load

shapes and does not schedule individual jobs.

PDM aims to directly schedule jobs to reduce peaks in power schedules instead

of passively influencing changes with price incentives. PDM has been studied in the

context of jobs that can be interrupted partway through execution [43, 62]. This

chapter considers the scenario where jobs are unable to be interrupted. The PDM

problem has been found to be NP-hard to approximate within a ratio of 2 in this

scenario [101]. Three approaches have been taken to get around this complexity.

Heuristics have been developed that provide no theoretical guarantee [54, 65],

approximation algorithms have been developed for special cases [91,102], and optimal

algorithms have been introduced that work on a limited number of jobs [82, 101].
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Additionally, none of these approaches address the integration of renewable resources

as part of peak demand minimization. This work differs in that it is the first to provide

a scalable algorithm with a theoretical guarantee for the general PDM problem for

uninterruptable jobs, it provides an optimal algorithm achieving a 15x increase in

the number of schedulable jobs over previous approaches, and it considers renewable

energy availability when scheduling.

Renewable Energy Forecasting

The algorithms presented in this chapter require knowledge of the renewable

energy available throughout the scheduling horizon (evaluated at 24 hours). Extensive

research has been done with wind power forecasting (WPF) and modeling those

forecast errors [75]. The research most relevant to this chapter is the research

that aims to quantify the uncertainty of forecasts with a horizon of at least 24

hours [24, 25, 87, 108]. All of these efforts employ probabilistic forecasting to bound

the prediction error and enable system operators to select a forecast based on a

confidence level. A sample of this type of probabilistic forecast is taken from [25] and

presented in Figure 3.1. This enables users to select the lower curve of a forecasted

confidence interval based on the probability that they are willing to accept failing to

meet (exceeding) the peak demand predicted by these algorithms.

Problem Formulation

The system model consists of a renewable generation source curve and jobs

to be scheduled within some timescale. The renewable generation source curve is

represented as a function, R(t), mapping each time in the discrete or continuous

timescale interval [0, T ] to the real value being generated by the renewable source at

that time. This chapter assumes that R(t) is known in advance for the entire interval
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Figure 3.1: Probabilistic wind energy forecast from [25]

[0, T ]. As discussed on page 31, this is a strong assumption for the integration of

general renewable resources. On page 34, relevant forecast error modeling work was

discussed to be used in conjunction with this chapter to help control for the uncertain

nature of renewable energy generation.

Each job j is non-preemptable, meaning once it begins execution, it must run to

completion without any interruptions. Each job j is characterized by four parameters:

an arrival time (aj), deadline (dj), and length (lj) that are real-valued for continuous

timescales and integer-valued for discrete timescales, and a real-valued instantaneous

demand (hj) which is conceptually the height of the job. The arrival time and deadline

are within the fixed time interval [0, T ] and form the execution window of the job.

Job j is scheduled by assigning it a start time, sj, which allows it to run in the closed

interval [sj, sj + lj] such that [sj, sj + lj] ⊆ [aj, dj]. The set of jobs to be scheduled

can have a variety of parameter values, which leads to staggered execution windows.

The non-renewable demand at time t is the difference between the sum of the

job heights that are scheduled to run during t and the amount of renewable energy
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being generated at t:

N(t) =
∑

j:t∈[sj ,sj+lj)

hj −R(t).

Then, the peak non-renewable demand, Nmax, of the schedule is the maximum

non-renewable demand for any time t in [0, T ],

Nmax = max
t∈[0,T ]

N(t).

Definition 3.1. The Peak Demand Minimization with Renewables Problem

(PDM-R) is, given a set of n jobs, determine a job schedule, S = 〈sj〉, so as to

minimize Nmax.

If the renewable generation is uniformly zero, R(t) = 0 for all t, then the

PDM-R problem simplifies to the PDM problem, as N(t) becomes the sum of

heights of jobs running during time t. The key nomenclature for the system model

is summarized below.

n - Number of jobs.

aj - Job arrival time.

dj - Job deadline.

lj - Job length (duration).

hj - Job height (instantaneous demand).

R(t) ∈ R - Renewable energy generated at time t.

N(t) ∈ R - Nonrenewable energy required at time t.
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Computational Complexity

In [101], PDM was shown to be NP-hard to approximate within a ratio of 2 via

a reduction from the Scheduling with Release Times and Deadlines on a Minimum

Number of Machines (SRDM) problem. Since any instance of the PDM problem is

merely a PDM-R instance with the renewable generation function of zero, PDM-R is

also NP-hard to approximate within a ratio of 2.

Algorithms

This section introduces four algorithms for the PDM-R problem. The first is

an optimal, fixed-parameter tractable algorithm, the second is a linear programming

relaxation that is a O
(

logn
log logn

)
-approximation algorithm for the general PDM problem

when the renewable generation is zero, and the third and fourth are effective online

and offline greedy heuristic algorithms. A renewable energy forecast curve is provided

when running all of these algorithms. The user is assumed to have chosen a forecast

curve, via the probabilistic forecasting techniques discussed on page 35, that will

reflect the confidence that they require the actual peak nonrenewable consumption

to be at most the peak of the algorithm’s schedule.

An Optimal Algorithm

This section details a branch-and-bound, dynamic programming algorithm

inspired by the algorithm presented in [101]. The algorithm in this section takes

a similar approach of identifying groups of overlapping jobs, but differs from there

by utilizing trees to represent and explore schedules. Tree representation of schedules

reduces exploration of the search space, resulting in a 15x increase in the number
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Figure 3.2: Sample jobs for scheduling

of schedulable jobs over the algorithm presented in [101]. This algorithm is also

generalized to handle the renewable aspect of the PDM-R problem.

At a high level, jobs are first ordered by increasing deadlines. For each job,

consider every possible configuration of start times of that job and as well as

other earlier jobs that could overlap any job in the future. Job configurations are

represented using trees where each level in the tree represents the scheduling choices

of one job. Keep track of which configurations of the current job are compatible with

those of the previous job using pointers. Valid schedules can be built by traversing

these trees backwards, beginning with the final job in the list. Branch-and-bound

techniques are employed to curtail unnecessary schedule exploration if it is known that

the schedule cannot result in a peak below the value of an already known schedule.

Configuration Lists Sort the jobs by increasing deadline first and then by

increasing arrival time. For each job j, a list of preceding jobs Lj, called the

configuration list, is defined as the set of jobs whose execution windows either overlap

j’s execution window, or overlap the execution window of a job following j. Figure 3.2

illustrates a sample set of jobs along with their configuration lists: L1 = {1},

L2 = {1, 2}, L3 = {2, 3}, L4 = {2, 3, 4}. Observe that each job configuration list

consists of a consecutive interval in the sorted list of jobs, i.e. Lj = [s(j), j], where

the head s(j) of each list has the earliest deadline (and arrival in case of ties).
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Lemma 3.1. The list heads are non-decreasing. (i.e. s(1) ≤ s(2) ≤ . . . ≤ s(n)).

Proof. Suppose job j ≤ k. Since s(k) ∈ Lk, ∃l ≥ k s.t. al < ds(k). If j ∈ Lk, then

s(k) ∈ Lj since al < ds(k) ≤ dj and l ≥ k > j. Thus s(j) ≤ s(k). If j /∈ Lk, then

ds(j) ≤ dj < ds(k) and so s(j) < s(k).

Configuration Trees For each job j, represent each possible configuration of start

times of all the jobs in its configuration list Lj = [s(j), j] using a configuration tree,

T (j). Consider the jobs in reverse order starting from j and create a branching tree

where nodes at level k in the tree correspond to the possible starting times for job

j−(k−1). (Assume the root of the tree is at level 0). Thus, each leaf in T (j) specifies

start times for all jobs in Lj. Let height(l) be the peak height above the renewable

energy curve of this particular schedule of Lj job start times.

We need to keep track of compatible job configurations in order to build a

consistent schedule for all jobs. This is done by maintaining a compatibility pointer,

c(l), from each leaf node l in T (j) to a compatible node in T (j − 1) (j > 1). By

Lemma 3.1, Lj ∩ Lj−1 = [s(j), j − 1]. Thus we can simply follow the same path in

T (j−1) that we took beginning with a node at level 2 in T (j) to reach the compatible

node in T (j − 1). If [s(j), j − 1] = ∅, then simply make each leaf in T (j) point to the

root of T (j − 1).

Dynamic Programming Once configuration trees T (j) are constructed and

compatibility pointers c(l) found, then we can compute the minimum overall schedule

efficiently using dynamic programming as follows:

For each leaf node l ∈ T (j), store h(l) which is the peak height above the

renewable energy curve of an optimal schedule that is compatible with l. For each

node m ∈ T (j), store a pointer, b(m), to a leaf l in the subtree rooted at m with best
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Figure 3.3: Sample configuration trees with c(l) and b(m) pointers

(i.e. lowest) peak height h(l). The b(m) pointer for a leaf node is to itself. The h

values satisfy the following recurrence,

h(l) =


height(l) if l ∈ T (1)

max[h(b(c(l))), height(l)] if l ∈ T (j), j > 1.

(3.1)

Note that once the h(l) values are found for a given tree T (j), it is easy to compute

the b(m) pointers for the internal nodes m ∈ T (j) in a bottom-up fashion. Thus we

can apply dynamic programming to find the h and b values for each job configuration

tree in order, beginning with T (0). An optimal schedule can be found by following

alternating b and c pointers, starting with b(root[T (m)]). The peak height of this

schedule will be given by h(b(root[T (m)])). Figure 3.3 shows an example with

two configuration trees, c(l), and b(m) pointers (with b(m) pointers from leaves to

themselves are omitted). Starting times in Figure 3.3 reflect the sample jobs from

Figure 3.2. By following alternating b and c pointers, we see an optimal solution is

〈s3 = 6, s2 = 3, s1 = 0〉.
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Branch-and-Bound To avoid creating large configuration trees that end up being

unnecessary, a branch-and-bound technique can be employed to avoid explicitly

building and storing configuration trees. The use of these tree structures and pointers

serve as a memoization technique to eliminate the need to recompute optimal sub-

schedules when following similar paths through the set of possible schedules.

In this process, the configuration lists are created for each job as described above.

We then keep track of the peak demand above the renewable energy curve for the

best schedule found so far (initialized to +∞). Begin the recursive process of building

and exploring paths through the configuration trees by starting with the last job in

the list. It then proceeds in a depth first fashion, creating subtrees of the next job

as compatibility pointers are followed. Once a viable path has been established from

the last job through the first, the peak demand value is updated, and the method

recurses to explore alternate paths. If at any point an alternate path realizes an

h(l) value above the current peak demand value, that subtree can be pruned and all

compatibility nodes referencing it ignored.

Pseudocode for this recursive exploration is detailed in Algorithm 3.1, which

uses the following definition: For node m in configuration tree T , define height(m) to

be the peak height above the renewable curve for the jobs scheduled by the path in

T from root(T ) to m.

Fixed-Parameter Tractability. An algorithm is said to be fixed-parameter

tractable if there exists some parameters, p1, p2, ..., of the input or output such

that the running time of the algorithm is a polynomial function of the input size

times some function of the parameters: f(p1, p2, ...) · poly(n). The complexity of the

algorithm is driven by the size of the configuration trees T (j), that can be bounded

by their branching factor and maximum depth. The maximum branching factor is

q = maxj(dj − aj − lj + 1) and the maximum depth is r = maxj(|Lj|). Thus the
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Let best = +∞ be the peak demand above the renewable curve.

Let lastJob be the last job in the sorted input.

Call explore(root(lastJob)) where explore(m) for node m is defined as follows:

if height(m) < best

if m is an internal node

sort children by increasing height

forall child nodes

explore(child)

endforall

b(m) = b(child∗), for minimal h(b(child∗)) of children of m.

elseif m is a leaf node

if c(m) is undefined

construct c(m) in previous tree

explore(c(m))

endif

compute h(m) using Equation 3.1

b(m) = m

if m ∈ T (lastJob) and h(m) < best

best = h(m)

endif

endif

endif

return schedule found from b(root(lastJob)).

Algorithm 3.1: OptimalDP
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maximum number of nodes in each configuration tree is O(qr). Since the dynamic

programming time is easily seen to be linear in the size of the trees, the total running

time is O(qr · n).

A Randomized Rounding Algorithm

This section details a rounding scheme of a linear programming relaxation.

When the renewable generation is zero, this algorithm schedules jobs with a peak

height of at most O
(

logn
log logn

)
times the optimal peak schedule height, resulting in the

first approximation algorithm for the general PDM problem. This approximation

ratio is achieved via the use of Chernoff bounds [79] to bound the probability of the

peak exceeding the ratio.

Integer Linear Programming Formulation The PDM-R problem can be easily

formulated as an integer linear program (ILP) using the following notation and

variables:

J - Set of jobs.

Ij - Set of all valid start/end time intervals for job j ∈ J . Interval is valid if

[sj, sj + lj) ⊆ [aj, dj). The scenario where the timescale is continuous and Ij

has infinite cardinality is discussed on page 49.

hj - Height of job j.

L - Set of all left hand time points of intervals in
⋃
j Ij.

Nmax ∈ R - Peak non-renewable energy required.

R(t) ∈ R - Renewable energy generated at time t.

xi,j ∈ {0, 1} - Indicates if interval i ∈ Ij is scheduled.
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The ILP then becomes:

objective:

minNmax

subject to the following constraints:

∑
i∈Ij

xi,j = 1, ∀j (3.2)

∑
i∈

⋃
j Ij :t∈i

hjxi,j ≤ R(t) +Nmax, ∀t ∈ L (3.3)

Constraint 3.2 ensures that exactly one interval will be selected for each job, and

constraint 3.3 ensures that Nmax will denote the maximum amount of non-renewable

energy required for any time in the entire schedule. Only elements of L need to be

considered in constraint 3.3 as a consequence of Lemma 3.2. When the renewable

generation is zero, Nmax represents the peak height of the schedule.

Lemma 3.2. The maximum height of any schedule must occur for some t ∈ L.

Proof. Schedule height only increases at the moment a new job begins processing,

thus the peak height of a schedule must be initiated at the start time of some job.

Since L is the collection of all possible start times for all jobs, some point in L must

correspond to the time of the peak height of the schedule.

The preceding ILP is polynomial in size for the case of a discrete timescale, where

each Ij is finitely large. When the timescale is continuous and each Ij is potentially

infinitely large, the ILP has an infinite number of variables. A process to translate

a continuous instance into a discrete instance with at most a factor two degradation

from optimal is discussed on page 49. Proceed from here with the assumption that

the ILP has been discretized.
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Randomized Rounding The ILP presented above cannot be efficiently solved due

to the restriction of xi,j to integer values. To address this, construct a relaxed LP in

the exact same fashion as the ILP, except the xi,j variables may take on any values

in the range [0, 1]. After the relaxed LP is solved, a specific interval is selected for

each job j by randomly selecting interval i with probability xi,j.

Theorem 3.1. When R(t) = 0 for all values of t, the schedule generated by the

relaxed LP has a height of at most O
(

logn
log logn

)
times the height of the optimal ILP’s

schedule, with probability at least 1−O(1/n).

Proof. Suppose that R(t) = 0 for all values of t. This means that the ILP from

page 44 reduces to the general PDM problem as constraint 3.3 becomes:

∑
i∈

⋃
j Ij :t∈i

hjxi,j ≤ Nmax, ∀t ∈ L

For each t ∈ L, define the random variables Zt and Yt as,

Zt =
∑

i∈
⋃

j Ij :t∈i

hjxi,j

Yt =
∑

i∈
⋃

j Ij :t∈i

hj
h
xi,j, where h = max

j
{hj}

Bounding the probability that Yt exceeds some factor α times the optimal height

(Nopt) divided by h results in the same bound for the probability that Zt exceeds α

times the optimal schedule height:

Pr[Zt > αNopt] = Pr[hYt > αNopt] (since Zt = hYt, ∀t)

= Pr[Yt > α
Nopt

h
] (3.4)
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I now use a Chernoff-type bound to bound the deviation of Yt above Nopt

h
. Note

that E[Yt] ≤ Nopt

h
by (3.3). Since xi,j are independent Bernoulli trials, for any given

t, with E[xi,j] = pi,j and 0 <
hj
h
≤ 1 for all jobs, the following bound exists for all

δ > 0:1

Pr[Yt > (1 + δ)
Nopt

h
] <

[
eδ

(1 + δ)(1+δ)

]Nopt

h

Substituting α = 1 + δ and gathering terms on the right hand of the expression

into one exponential results in,

Pr[Yt > α
Nopt

h
] < exp [−(

Nopt

h
)(α lnα− α + 1)]

≤ exp [−α lnα + α− 1] (since
Nopt

h
≥ 1)

< exp [−α(lnα− 1)], (3.5)

for all α > 1. Next, choose α = 4 logn
log logn

and consider the value of lnα− 1:

lnα− 1 = ln
( 4 log n

log log n

)
− 1 ≥ ln log n− ln log log n

=
log log n

log e
− log log log n

log e
(change of base)

≥ 1

log e
(log log n− 1

2
log log n) =

log log n

2 log e
. (3.6)

1Theorem 1 in [78] proves that Pr[X > (1 + δ)µ] <
[

eδ

(1+δ)(1+δ)

]µ
for µ = E[X], but it is easy to

see that this holds for all µ ≥ E[X].
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Plugging (3.6) and α = 4 logn
log logn

into (3.5) yields,

Pr

[
Yt >

4 log n

log log n
∗ N

opt

h

]
< exp

[
−4 log n

log log n
∗ log log n

2 log e

]
= exp

[
−4 lnn log e

log log n
∗ log log n

2 log e

]
= exp [−2 lnn] = 1/n2. (3.7)

Finally, Equation 3.4, Equation 3.7, Lemma 3.2, and the bound on the size of

L presented at the end of the section starting on page 49 can bound the probability

that the height of rounded schedule, N rnd, is greater than 4 logn
log logn

Nopt:

Pr

[
N rnd >

4 log n

log log n
Nopt

]
≤
∑
t∈L

Pr

[
Zt >

4 log n

log log n
Nopt

]
=
∑
t∈L

Pr

[
Yt >

4 log n

log log n

Nopt

h

]
<
∑
t∈L

1/n2

≤|L|/n2

≤2n/n2 = 2/n ∈ O(1/n).

So, with probability 1−O(1/n), N rnd ≤ 4 logn
log logn

Nopt.

Theorem 3.1 combined with results on page 49 that show an optimal solution

for the discrete case yields a 2-approximation to the continuous case, provides a

randomized O
(

logn
log logn

)
-approximation algorithm for the PDM problem.
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A Greedy Heuristic Algorithm

Finally, this section considers offline and online heuristics that greedily schedule

jobs to have a start time with the smallest contribution to the peak amount of non-

renewable energy required by the schedule.

The online heuristic schedules each job by simply finding the starting time that

minimizes the maximum value of the difference between the sum of demand already

scheduled and the renewable energy available for each time in the new job’s duration.

The complete algorithm is presented as Algorithm 3.2.

The offline heuristic schedules individual jobs in the same fashion as the online

one, but the jobs that have tight execution windows are scheduled first and jobs with

more space in their execution windows are scheduled later. The complete algorithm

is presented as Algorithm 3.3 (note that wj =
lj

dj−aj ∈ (0, 1] measures the execution

window tightness of job j; values closer to 1 indicate tighter jobs).

Continuous to Discrete Transformation

The ILP detailed on page 44 is polynomial in size for the case of a discrete

timescale, where each Ij is finite, but not for continuous case in which jobs can

be scheduled anywhere in the arrival-deadline window (Ij may be infinite). Using

a technique similar to the one introduced in [34] for the unit-height machine

minimization problem, we show that any continuous instance can be transformed

into a corresponding discrete instance such that an optimal solution to the discrete

instance provides a solution to the continuous instance that is within a factor of two

from optimal.

First, schedule a subset of the jobs, J ′ while concurrently identifying a set of time

points, P , such that each interval of every remaining job contains at least one element

of P . This is accomplished by scheduling as many jobs as possible horizontally,
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Define height(S, j, sj) as schedule S’s height with job j scheduled to start at sj:

peakHeight = S.peakHeight

for time, t = sj, . . . , sj + lj − 1

newHeight = S.heightAt(t) + hj −R(t)

if peakHeight < newHeight

peakHeight = newHeight

endif

endfor

return peakHeight

Build schedule, S, by determining start times as follows:

forall jobs, j (in the order that jobs arrive)

s = aj

for time, t = aj + 1, . . . , dj − lj + 1

if height(S, j, t) < height(S, j, s)
s = t

endif

endfor

startj = s

endforall

Algorithm 3.2: MinFit-Online

Sort jobs by decreasing wj =
lj

dj−aj values.

Execute Algorithm 3.2 on this ordered list of jobs.

Algorithm 3.3: MinFit-Offline
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without any overlaps. Start at the first time point and proceed in this fashion: As

soon as no job is being serviced, schedule the job that will complete the earliest from

all remaining jobs.

P can be constructed from this initial scheduling by adding the start and end

times from all the scheduled intervals in J ′ and by adding the release times and

deadlines for each remaining job in J \ J ′. Thus, |P | ≤ 2n. Then, each interval of

every job in J\J ′ must contain at least one point of P . If some interval of job j ∈ J\J ′

did not contain a point of P , then either it is nested inside a scheduled interval and

thus would have been scheduled since it ends sooner, or it is totally separated from

any scheduled intervals and thus would also have been scheduled as well.

Next, expand each interval of each remaining job j by moving its left and right

endpoints to the nearest points in P to the left and right of the original endpoints,

respectively. This results in a finite number (at most |P |) of possible intervals

for job j.

Consider an optimal solution to the continuous instance. When we transform this

solution to the discrete instance by expanding the intervals as above, the overall height

of the solution may increase, as two intervals that did not overlap now overlap. It is

easy to see that these intervals must have originally overlapped two consecutive points

from P . Thus, the height of the schedule can at most double after interval expansion.

This implies that the height of an optimal schedule for the discrete instance is at most

twice the optimal height of the continuous instance.

Finally, observe that in the discrete instance, we only need to look at the height

at times t ∈ L to determine the overall height of the schedule; this is because we can

slide any time t a little bit to the left until it touches the left endpoint of some interval

without changing the overall height of the schedule above t. By our construction,

|L| ≤ |P | ≤ 2n.
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Experimental Results

Simulations were conducted using the OptimalDP, RoundLP, MinFit-Online,

and MinFit-Offline algorithms. For a baseline comparison we also compare to an

on-demand algorithm, OnDemand, that schedules jobs to start on their arrival times.

Jobs were created using appliance specific data from six residences [59]. We

identified appliances (e.g. washing machine) likely to have flexible timelines and

determined their height, length, and arrival time distributions within a 24 hour

period. Deadlines were set to be uniformly distributed between the minimum possible

deadline (aj + lj − 1) and the arrival time plus four times the average job length

of that appliance.

Renewable energy generation curves were established using the National Re-

newable Energy Laboratory’s Wind Integration National Dataset [41]. We sampled

locations in the dataset nearest Bozeman, Montana and selected several days with

representative wind generation curves.

The first scenario we considered was a simple scenario meant to test the

performance of the OptimalDP algorithm. Instead of generating jobs as described

above, we randomly generated jobs with an arrival time of 0 to simulate a single peak.

Figure 3.4a shows the average results of running OptimalDP, RoundLP, MinFit-

Online, MinFit-Offline, and OnDemand on 20 iterations of a variable number of

jobs, each from this simplified data generation method. RoundLP, MinFit-Online,

and MinFit-Offline all produced near-optimal solutions at each job set size, in stark

contrast to the solutions provided by OnDemand. The performance of OptimalDP

is a great improvement over the related algorithm presented in [101] which was only

able to schedule fewer than 10 jobs.
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The second scenario we considered was the performance of the RoundLP, MinFit-

Online, and MinFit-Offline algorithms with a larger number of realistically generated

jobs, but no renewable energy available (i.e. the general PDM problem). Figure 3.4b

shows the power demand versus time of day for the OnDemand, RoundLP, MinFit-

Online, and MinFit-Offline algorithms scheduling 500 jobs (OptimalDP was unable

to schedule more than about 150 of these jobs) over a 24 hour period. The peak

demands in kWh were 41.1 for OnDemand, 21.0 for RoundLP, 21.3 for MinFit-Offline,

and 25.6 for MinFit-Online.

The final scenario we considered was the performance of the RoundLP, MinFit-

Online, and MinFit-Offline algorithms with a large number of realistically generated

jobs and the inclusion of a renewable energy generation curve. Figure 3.4c shows the

power demand versus time of day for the OnDemand, RoundLP, MinFit-Online, and

MinFit-Offline algorithms when scheduling 500 jobs over a 24 hour period, as well as

the renewable generation curve. The same job instances were used for Figure 3.4b

to enable comparison, hence the identical nature of the OnDemand schedules. The

inclusion of a renewable energy source changes the resulting schedules as it enables

the algorithms to shift demand and fill up the ”free” energy that the renewable source

provides. The raw schedule peaks here are not the metric of interest in this scenario.

Instead, we are aiming to minimize the peaks above the renewable curve (i.e. the

amount of non-renewable needed to support the schedule). The peak demands in

kWh were 28.6 for OnDemand, 14.7 for RoundLP, 12.9 for MinFit-Offline, and 19.1

for MinFit-Online.
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Table 3.1: Algorithm performance summary

Strengths Weaknesses
OnDemand No processing needed Poor performance
OptimalDP Optimal schedules Schedules < 200 jobs
RoundLP PDM guarantee No PDM-R guarantee

MinFit-Offline Minimal computation No guarantee
MinFit-Online No day-ahead jobs No guarantee

Conclusions

Integration of renewable energy into microgrids will require novel scheduling

techniques to compensate for the variable nature of renewable generation. In

this chapter, we introduced the PDM-R problem and presented a fixed-parameter

tractable algorithm, a linear programming relaxation scheme that yields the first

approximation algorithm for the general PDM problem (a O
(

logn
log logn

)
-approximation

algorithm), and online and offline heuristics. A summary of the strength and

weaknesses of each approached presented is provided in Table 3.1. These approaches

improve the generality of current PDM demand response scheduling algorithms.

The linear programming relaxation scheme presented on page 44 aims to

minimize the deterministic peak of non-renewable energy consumed. Future efforts

include incorporating renewable resource uncertainty directly into this algorithm by

minimizing the expected value of the stochastic peak instead of minimizing the

current deterministic peak. We are also pursuing a hybrid offline/online approach

that determines optimal schedules for predicted scenarios [75, 108], and then makes

adjustments in real-time based on actual conditions. Finally, it may be possible to

generalize the proof of Theorem 3.1 to when the renewable generation curve is non-

zero, thereby providing an approximation algorithm for the PDM-R problem.
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CLOUD RESOURCE ALLOCATION

This chapter explores scheduling the allocation of cloud resources presented

in [100]. Given a set of datacenters and groups of application clients, well-connected

datacenters can be rented as traffic proxies to reduce client latency. Rental costs

must be minimized while meeting the application specific latency needs. This leads

to the formalization of the Cooperative Group Provisioning (CGP) problem which

turns out to be NP-hard to approximate within a constant factor. A novel greedy

approach is introduced that demonstrates promise through extensive simulation using

real cloud network topology measurements and realistic client churn. Finally, multi-

cloud deployments are found to dramatically increase the likelihood of meeting group

latency thresholds with minimal cost increase compared to single-cloud deployments.

Background

Innovative Internet applications and services increasingly need low latency

communication to deliver a responsive user experience. Augmented reality, online

gaming, video chat, and real-time language translation are examples, where a small

decline in responsiveness is noticeable to users and can eventually lead to a drop in

usage, resulting in loss of application revenue [13, 22, 30, 50, 72, 92]. Many of these

applications include a social component, which allows users to cooperate in a shared

online experience. Recent work shows the impact of one user’s lag on the Quality of

Experience of all group members in a cooperative game and argues the need to meet

latency requirements for all members [52].

Network latency, a significant component of overall lag, is difficult to control

when it stems from conditions in the public Internet, such as congestion and circuitous

forwarding routes [32,48]. For example, public network switching overhead comprises
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Figure 4.1: Proxy network to decrease end-to-end latency for clients

38% of end-to-end latency [48]. Large-scale application providers reduce the public

Internet’s latency for their users by distributing private resources (e.g. traffic proxies,

VPNs) closer to users and forwarding application traffic within private networks [32].

By contrast, small-scale application providers do not have access to the same scale

of private infrastructure and remain at a disadvantage. This disparity makes it

challenging for small providers to deliver a comparatively responsive and affordable

application experience for all their users.

Despite this disadvantage, small-scale providers can leverage the increasingly

geographically dispersed public cloud datacenters to reduce user request delay. Cloud

datacenters are interconnected with low-latency Internet paths and are often located

with large population centers. Small-scale application providers can employ cloud

resources in multi-cloud deployments to act as a proxy network, thereby leveraging its

low-latency properties [57,73]. These low latency paths introduce triangle inequality

violations which can be used in place of default routing paths to reduce end-to-end

delay. Figure 4.1 shows an example network, in which proxies reduce path latency.

Previous research has demonstrated how public cloud proxy networks reduce latency

between last-mile networks and distant application datacenters [48, 96]. Large cloud

providers such as Amazon (AWS) and Microsoft (Azure) already offer proxy products,

but only within their networks [2, 10].
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This chapter addresses two challenges of cloud proxy networks:

First, can small-scale application providers deploy multi-cloud proxy networks

in a cost effective manner? Larger geographical proxy distribution reduces average

client path latency, but also increases cloud rental costs. Further, inter-datacenter

traffic is more expensive when the two datacenters do not belong to the same cloud

provider. Despite the potential for higher costs of widely distributed deployments,

an attractive tradeoff between latency and cost is demonstrated, even in multi-cloud

deployments.

Second, how can small-scale application providers allocate cloud resources to meet

latency constraints of cooperative group applications? I propose a method to manage

cloud resources (servers and communication links) to minimize their rental cost

subject to a group latency threshold. The model considers link and forwarding latency

as part of total latency. I formally define the Cooperative Group Provisioning (CGP)

problem, show that it is NP-hard to approximate within a constant ratio, and propose

an algorithm with good performance on multiple simulated cloud provider networks.

These results enable small-scale providers to incorporate multi-cloud proxy

networks as one of the tools in the design of responsive distributed systems. Our

algorithms offer developers a level of currently unavailable control over end-to-end

network performance and will allow them to design cooperative group applications

with explicit latency/cost budgets, or predictable performance and cost tradeoffs.

The remainder of this chapter discusses related work, a detailed system model,

CGP problem formalization, algorithmic solutions, and an evaluation and conclusion.
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Related Work

Multi-cloud deployments are a rapidly maturing research area. A growing num-

ber of tools make it possible for developers to build applications that simultaneously

use geographically distributed resources from several cloud providers. I present the

state of scheduling tools and algorithms in that space to help frame the CGP problem.

Distributed Resource Management

The continued expansion of cloud computing creates opportunities for widely

distributed application deployments. At the same time, standardization of cloud

interfaces and advances in multi-datacenter and multi-cloud application deployments

make it increasingly feasible for small scale providers to build dynamic proxy networks

that adjust to application demands and network conditions.

Overlay networks have been explored to manage Internet traffic, with the goal

of decreased loss rate [18] and reduced latency [85]. The contributions of this chapter

differ from traditional overlay networks in that the network proposed (public multi-

clouds) incur rental costs, and resources are chosen based on aggregate utilization,

not on a client-by-client basis. This chapter shows that the use of multiple public

cloud providers has the potential to lower the latency between users and the host

server for group applications. This chapter also proposes an approach to mitigate the

extra costs of multicloud deployments, to make such deployments practical.

Large-scale providers developed tools (e.g. Borg, Mesos, Kubernetes, Omega)

for application resource management within and across their datacenters [51, 67, 86].

Container technologies (e.g. Docker, ZeroVM) complement resource management

frameworks to simplify the packaging of application code and OS dependencies to

make code portable across heterogeneous cloud resources [7, 63]. These technologies
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make it possible for small-scale application providers to achieve both agile vertical

and horizontal resource scaling in multi-cloud deployments.

These solutions, however, do not advise developers on where and when to

instantiate virtual resources. Conductor considers price, performance, as well as cloud

service transfer costs to schedule MapReduce jobs [95]. Meryn considers computation

time and throughput to meet job QoS constrains in platform-as-a-service (PaaS)

clouds [40]. Quasar rectifies resource underutilization in Mesos and allows jobs to

specify performance goals, notably in terms of latency [39]. Finally, Sparrow and

alsched use a queue balancing method to schedule small jobs for fast completion [72].

These tools are not immediately suitable for multi-cloud deployments, because they

do not take into account the cost and network performance between clients and

datacenters. CloudTalk considers application traffic patterns and computes the

cost of various placement strategies, but falls short of recommending a deployment

strategy [80].

Recent multi-cloud deployment work does not address the costs and commu-

nication latency between clients and datacenters. Paraiso et al. describe a Multi-

Cloud-PaaS (MCP) architecture to manage elasticity across multiple providers as

a backstop to cloud outages [73]. Keahey et al. propose a system that provides

similar elasticity for the software-as-a-service (SaaS) model in response to application-

specific indicators [57]. Their model considers high network delay as an indicator

of failure, but does not support latency-based deployment optimization. Work

by Franceschelli et al. provides cost and performance estimates for multi-cloud

deployments based on service layer objectives [46].

Finally, several works provide portals for multi-cloud resource management.

Alrokayan and Buyya propose Cloud Web Portal (CWP) as a unified interface to

manage VMs distributed across multiple clouds [16]. CWP scheduler takes network
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latency into account, but only in the context of batch task distribution, for example

rendering jobs. Similar approaches for management of multi-cloud resources include

Delta Cloud, jClouds, and CloudFoundry [4, 6, 8]. Commercial services in that space

include RightScale, enStratus, and Kaavo [5,9,11]. These architecture are extendible

and could present a useful platform for the deployment of the algorithms presented

in this chapter.

Related Optimization Problems

The systems solutions discussed above address the scheduling problem in the

cloud, but do not take into account delay between clients and datacenters or group

latency constraints. The problem of selecting cost effective, latency constrained paths

through a network is similar to the well studied problem of Constrained Shortest Path

(CSP).

In CSP, the single source/destination cheapest path, subject to a latency bound,

is sought. Bernstein introduced a near linear time PTAS for undirected graphs that

approximates both the path cost and latency [23]. Heuristics have been developed

that have been found to be very efficient in practice [31]. CSP, however, does not have

node weights to represent datacenter rental costs. Further, datacenter rental costs are

shared by multiple clients, and CSP only considers single source/destination paths

which doesn’t provide the ability to capture shared costs.

The Constrained Steiner Tree (CST) problem, where the cheapest Steiner tree is

found subject to a latency threshold, does share costs among multiple source nodes.

Heuristics for the CST problem have been extensively studied since the early 1990’s

[60]. Modern approaches include genetic algorithms and ant colony optimization [42,

47]. CST also lacks node costs, restricts solutions to trees, and shares edge costs,

which is not a realistic model for cloud networks.
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Various efforts consider cloud resource allocation algorithms that respond to

network conditions [14, 15]. These approaches do not include multiple groups of

clients, nor do they consider application specific latency thresholds.

Problem Formalization

Consider a scenario where groups of clients look to connect to their other group

members through a cooperative application (e.g. a group of friends playing an online

game and a group of colleagues engaged in a video conference). Each group, and thus

each client, has an application specific latency threshold, as well as a datacenter (DC)

serving as the group’s host. DCs exist in the network that can forward client traffic,

in addition to application hosting.

These clients and DCs are all interconnected with links that have an asso-

ciated usage cost and latency. Each DC has the capability to rent out virtual

machines (VMs) that forward traffic. These VMs have an associated rental cost

and a capacity, given in terms of the number of clients they are able to service

simultaneously.

This network can be modeled as a graph, G = (V,E), where the DCs and clients

are nodes in the graph (V = D
⋃
C), and the links are edges. At each DC d, there

is a VM rental cost r(d), as well as a VM forwarding capacity f(d). Each edge e

has a rental cost r(e) and latency l(e), which includes the latency induced at the

incident VMs. Each group (and thus, each client) has a hosting DC, hc ∈ D, as well

as a latency threshold, Lc. Many of these parameters can be time varying and this

solution will use the current values at time of computation.

I make the following assumptions that reflect a broad range of network applica-

tion architectures: 1) Each group’s hosting DC, hc, is determined ahead of time and
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provided when the group is formed. 2) A VM can forward traffic for clients in different

groups. 3) VM costs are accrued by number purchased (i.e. r(d) will be charged to

cover any number of clients less than f(d)). 4) Link costs are accrued by the number of

clients using the link (i.e. r(e) will be charged each time e belongs to any client’s path).

For any path pc from client c to its host hc, the rental cost of c’s connection is,

r(pc) =
∑
e∈pc

r(e)

Likewise, the latency of c’s connection via path pc is,

l(pc) =
∑
e∈pc

l(e) (4.1)

Given a path pc for each client c, the number of VMs that need to be rented at DC

d is,

vd =

⌈
|{c : d ∈ pc}|

f(d)

⌉
Finally, the total rental cost for deployment, given a path pc for each client c, is the

sum of the clients’ connection costs plus the cost of each VM instance:

r =
∑
c∈C

r(pc) +
∑
d∈D

vd · r(d) (4.2)

Definition 4.1. The input for the Cooperative Group Provisioning (CGP)

problem is a set of clients nodes C, a set of DC nodes D (with cost and capacity

values), links between nodes (with cost and latency values), an assignment of a host

DC, hc, for each client, as well as a latency threshold, Lc, for each client. The output

is a path from each client to its host such that the latency of each path (equation 4.1)

is below the latency threshold Lc and the total rental cost (equation 4.2) is minimized.
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Figure 4.2: DOMINATING-SET reduction to CGP

Theorem 4.1. There exists a constant, 0 < γ < 1, such that the CGP problem has

no γ lnm-approximation, where m is the number of clients, unless P = NP .

Proof. This result is via an approximation-preserving reduction from the DOMINATING-

SET problem: Given a graph G = (V,E), find a minimal U ⊆ V such that for all

v ∈ V \ U , there is a u ∈ U such that (u, v) ∈ E.

Let G = (V,E) be an instance of DOMINATING-SET where |V | = m. Reduce

G to a CGP instance, G′, as follows: Make each node in V have cost 0 and edge in

E have weight = (cost, latency) of (0, 1). Add new nodes a and b with cost 0 and

connect them with an edge having weight of (0, 2). Create a set of new nodes, N , by

adding a new node ni with cost 1 for each node vi ∈ V . For each ni, add an edge that

connects to vi with weight of (0, 1), and add an edge that connects to a with weight

of (0, 0). Figure 4.2 shows the reduction from DOMINATING-SET to CGP.

Let the set of clients C = V ∪ b, the latency threshold for all clients be 2, and

every node in G′ have an unlimited forwarding capacity. A solution to G′ is a subset

of N , rented to connect all members of C to a. Node a must be the host for any valid

solution to G′ because b ∈ C, and a is the only node reachable within the latency

bound.

Suppose that U = {vi, ..., vj} is a dominating set of G. Since a is the host, every

element of U can be reached with a latency of 1. Since every other element in V \ U
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can be reached in one more (latency of 1) hop, every client can be reached with at

most a latency of 2. Thus, {ni, ..., nj} are the only nodes from N needed to form a

solution to G′.

Suppose there is a solution to G′, {ni, ..., nj} ⊆ N . Since nk corresponds to an

element of V , the subset {ni, ..., nj} represents a unique subset, S = {vi, ..., vj} ⊆ V .

Since the latency of each path is at most 2, each element of V must be in S (latency

of 1) or directly connected to a member of S (latency of 2), making S a dominating

set.

Since elements of N and V are in one-to-one correspondence, the number of

nodes selected from N is the same as the number of nodes in the dominating set,

thereby making the costs equal and the reduction approximation-preserving. It was

shown in [81] that there exists a constant, 0 < γ < 1, such that the DOMINATING-

SET cannot be approximated within a factor of γ lnm unless P = NP , thus this

result holds for CGP as well.

Algorithms

This section presents a greedy algorithm for the general CGP problem as well

as modifications to handle two important real-world considerations.

A Greedy Algorithm

Due to the complexity of the CGP problem, a greedy strategy for the problem

is examined. Our approach is to consider multiple paths from each client to its host

and select the path that will incur the least additional cost, considering the current

state of the network (i.e. what VMs are already rented).

The algorithm first generates the k shortest paths (based on latency) from each

client to its host and discards any paths that are over the latency threshold. For
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each path, the path’s cost is determined to be the sum of the link costs plus the

forwarding cost incurred at each intermediate DC. This forwarding cost depends on

the number of forwarding VMs currently owned at each intermediate DC and the

capacity remaining on each VM. The paths are then sorted based on the total cost.

The path with the least total cost is selected and added to the solution. Any VM

purchases that need to be made to support this path are recorded. The process then

loops back and determines the path costs for the paths of the remaining clients. This

algorithm is presented as Algorithm 4.1.

On a CGP instance:

forall clients in CGP instance

Generate k shortest (by latency) paths for client

Add paths below client’s latency threshold to P
endforall

while P is not empty (i.e. client(s) still need to be scheduled)

forall paths, p, in P
Let cost of p be sum of link costs and VM forwarding costs

endforall

Schedule the least cost path in P
Remove all paths from P for scheduled client

Update VM forwarding numbers along the scheduled path

endwhile

Algorithm 4.1: Greedy-k

A variety of methods could be used to generate the k shortest paths in Step 1 of

the algorithm. For the evaluation on page 68, Yen’s algorithm was used for finding

the k shortest loopless paths [103]. Other shortest path algorithms could be used, or
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determining paths based on parameters other than latency, such as total link cost,

are possible.

Group Churn Considerations

Any functional solution to the CGP problem must address group churn.

Instances will not remain static, as groups come online and go offline routinely.

Algorithm 4.1 can be modified to account for churn. This algorithm relies on the

same underlying principle as Algorithm 4.1 by scheduling the cheapest path each

iteration, until all clients have an assigned path. Churn is handled by only scheduling

paths to new clients. Legacy clients retain the initially assigned paths.

When a new group comes online, each client is assigned a path that it will use

for the rest of its connection. As such, for each moment in time, only the new clients

need to be scheduled and they are done so by Algorithm 4.1 with consideration given

to the already rented VMs. This algorithm is presented as Algorithm 4.2.

On a CGP instance with groups joining and leaving over time:

forall timeslots, t

Let the solution for t start as the solution to t− 1 (empty if t = 0)

Let C be the set of new clients for t

Remove offline clients from the solution

Execute Algorithm 4.1 on the set C
Add the solution from Algorithm 4.1 to the current solution

endforall

Algorithm 4.2: Greedy-k Churn
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Multicast Considerations

The algorithms described so far select paths for unicast traffic. Some applica-

tions, such as video conferencing, send identical traffic to all group members. It is

cost effective to distribute this traffic in a multicast fashion. Algorithm 4.1 can be

used to determine multicast traffic paths.

Algorithm 4.1 does not need to be modified to support multicast distribution.

Instead, the input graph is modified. Existing nodes and edges between clients and

DCs are not changed. New intermediate nodes are added to all inter-DC links. The

cost of VMs on the new nodes is the cost of the link it is added to and the forwarding

capacity is infinite. The link now split in two has no cost and one of the sublinks has

the old latency value.

Since VM costs are shared by all clients being serviced, merely push the link

cost to a VM on a new node. Then, when unicast paths are determined, they will

leverage the existence of other traffic in the model (by way of already rented VMs).

This enables link costs to be shared when identical data is transferred from host to

clients.

Experimental Results

This section evaluates the effectiveness of the greedy algorithm from this

chapter in meeting the QoS needs of cooperative group applications in multi-cloud

deployments. The evaluation is based on an extensive set of simulations on networks

configured with connectivity and pricing models of Amazon, Microsoft, and Rackspace

cloud providers. To avoid comparisons, the identity of these services in the presented

results are anonymized.
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Figure 4.3: Performance of static and churn group instances
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The simulation model used has been parameterized to reflect real-world con-

nectivity between datacenters, as well as between datacenters and users in last-

mile networks. The latency between datacenters is estimated as their great-circle

(orthodrome) distance divided by half the speed of light to account for switching

delay and coiled fiber in fiber optic conduits [93]. Latency between two datacenters

that belong to the same cloud provider is assumed to be lower, because traffic traverses

VPNs, rather than the public Internet. As such, the distance of those links is only

divided by two-thirds the speed of light. I assume the throughput of inter-datacenter

links to be infinite, as their capacity is orders of magnitude larger than simulated

traffic flows.

Server and bandwidth costs were taken from the advertised parameters of three

top cloud service providers in the US [17, 68, 69, 77]. The link pricing scheme in the

models reflects the lower cost of traffic between two datacenters that belong to the

same provider.

I randomly sample user locations from the locations and relative population sizes

of the 100 most populous US cities. The latency between these clients and datacenters

is based on distance plus last mile latency of access networks in a user’s city based on

FCC data [44]. These values contain the effect of low bandwidth and traffic congestion

in access networks. All latency values include the latency induced by the VMs and

were corroborated through direct ping measurements from cloud providers to random

hosts (location verified with IP to location database) in last-mile networks of the 100

most populous US cities. To randomize the latency of different hosts from the same

city, we assume the latency measurement represents the median latency in that city,

which is then increased or decreased based on the distribution of FCC measurements

of latency for different link access speeds.
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Clients utilizing two types of applications as simulated. The first is a gaming

application with a latency threshold of 80 ms, group size of 12, and fixed session

duration of 10 minutes [3, 37]. The second is a video chat application with a

latency threshold of 200 ms, group size of 10, and an exponentially distributed

duration [1, 88]. To calculate VM proxy capacity for these applications, the number

of sessions that can be proxied by a VM on each data center without queuing request

traffic is empirically evaluated. To calculate the traffic costs, the mean volume of

flows in these applications was is measured using pcap captures.

Finally, simulations were performed on gaming groups without any churn to

determine the optimal number of paths per client for which to configure Algorithm 4.1.

The simulation was the average of ten iterations on instances of between one and

twenty groups. The number of paths considered was one, three, six, and seven.

Results of this simulation are shown in Figure 4.3a. Using three paths results in an

average cost savings of 40% compared to using only one path. Using six or seven

paths resulted in an average cost savings of 50% over a single path, and diminishing

marginal benefits over three paths. Churn simulations were run with the number of

paths for Algorithm 4.1 set at three.

Group Churn Evaluation

This section details the performance of Algorithm 4.2 with varying degrees of

group churn and different cloud service provider networks over a 24 hour period.

Group churn is modeled as group arrival times fitting a Poisson process. The degree

of churn is manipulated by the expected arrival rate of groups, in groups per minute.

Group duration is subject to the parameters discussed earlier.

I considered four different cloud solutions for group provisioning. Provider-1, 2,

and 3 are the three top providers in the US. When Provider-n is referenced, only that
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provider’s network can be used. The fourth solution, Mixed, represents a multi-cloud

deployment on Providers 1, 2, and 3.

Figure 4.3b shows failure rate of groups meeting their latency threshold (80 ms

for gaming) as a function of group arrival rate. The Mixed network is the only one

that had a zero percent failure rate. Since the greedy algorithm determines shortest

paths based on latency, it is guaranteed to find a path under the latency threshold,

should one exist. Thus, the failure rate is not artificially high due to peculiarities

of Algorithm 4.2. The decrease in failure rate is related to the number of DCs in

the network. More geographically distributed multi-cloud deployments provide more

opportunity for proxies to meet latency thresholds. Figure 4.3b also indicates the

advantage to employing proxies. In the model, clients are able to connect to an

application host in a cloud DC without using proxies. Thus, any failures seen when

using proxies would also be failures without proxies.

Figure 4.3c shows the average client latency for increasing churn rates. As

expected from the failure rate results, the networks that experience higher failure

rates also have higher average latencies. The curves are mostly flat, suggesting that

the average latency for each provider is more dependent on the location of datacenters

than it is on the number of active groups. The independence of latency from group

churn is due to the fact that even a small number of active groups leads to VMs being

rented at most datacenter locations, thereby keeping the average latency stable.

Figure 4.3d shows the percent of cost savings of Provider-1, 2, and 3 compared

to the Mixed network over a 24 hour period with increasing churn rates. The cost

savings of using a single-cloud deployment starts at at most 1.6% and decreases with

increasing churn rate, which points to profitability of multi-cloud deployments. The

small variability of cost savings is due to pricing similarities between providers, geo-

graphic proximity of DCs from different networks, and consistent selection of similar
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resources. This result suggests that for nearly the same cost, latency thresholds can

be met with much greater reliability by utilizing multi-cloud deployments.

Results of churn simulations on video chat groups are similar to the results for

game groups. Failure rate was zero for all networks due to the high latency threshold

of 200 ms. Even without any latency failures on the single provider networks,

Figure 4.3e shows that the average latency is still lower with a multi-cloud deployment.

Further, Figure 4.3f shows that the cost savings of using a single-cloud deployment

is low and decreases with the increasing rate of churn.

Conclusions

In this chapter, the CGP problem was introduced and it was shown to be

NP-hard to approximate within a constant factor. A versatile greedy approach was

presented that is applicable for static instances, realistic group churn, and applications

that are able to leverage multicast traffic. This approach has shown to be efficient in

realistic simulations and has the guarantee of finding feasible solutions if they exist.

Simulations on current US cloud providers indicate that multi-cloud deployments

are cost effective in reducing latency. Larger numbers of DC locations lead to greater

selection of resources to rent, which reduces average latency and group failure rate

(tail latency). Simulations have shown that leveraging these larger cloud networks

can be expected to not adversely affect the cost of application deployment.
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TURNSTILE PLACEMENT PROBLEM

This chapter presents research in placing monitors in networks so as to determine

flow volumes on each edge (paper containing these results in review). Network

administrators and traffic management tools need up-to-date traffic metrics to

monitor and balance traffic load. Recording and reporting flow information is costly

in terms of control plane traffic and router memory. Prior work mitigates these

costs by limiting the number of monitoring devices, sampling, or only reporting

constraint violations. However, these techniques are limited to single-path routing,

do not address multiple network flows, and do not guarantee network coverage. This

chapter proposes strategies to minimize the cost of placing a sufficient number of

logical monitors on edges (called turnstiles) so as to monitor all (possibly multipath)

flows. The main result is a (lnm + 1)(ln k + 1)-approximation algorithm for the

general Turnstile Placement problem, for a network with m edges and k flows

(commodities). It is also shows to be NP-hard to achieve an o(ln k) approximation

ratio. A simple heuristic algorithm for the problem is examined as well as a method

to adapt existing single path solutions. Simulations show that the approximation

algorithm achieves near optimal performance and outperforms existing approaches.

The proposed methods reduce monitoring costs in multipath networks, enabling more

agile and more accurate load balancing of network flows.

Background

With the increasing prevalence of Internet-connected devices, delivering data

promptly continues to be an important challenge. Software defined networks (SDNs)

reduce network management complexity through a simple, yet powerful control model.

A logically centralized controller with a global view of the network state installs
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forwarding rules on routers, which match and apply them to arriving packets. A

crucial source of controller information are flow volumes collected by router hardware

counters. Based on this information, the controller alters forwarding rules to balance

network load.

As SDN controllers become integrated with application delivery controllers (ADCs)

to meet application and even flow level quality of service (QoS) requirements, they

require flow volume information of increasing spatial and temporal resolution [12,64].

These flow-specific metrics can be collected from routers configured to monitor flow

traffic, hereon simply referred to as monitors. Such detailed network state, if recorded

and reported näıvely, creates control plane congestion and limits the scalability of the

centralized control model in dynamic network scenarios.

Optimizing the placement of monitors is necessary to observe all flows in a

network, and will help reduce the amount of control plane reporting overhead. This

cost reduction will allow for up-to-date, low-cost, and complete reporting of flow

volumes to the SDN centralized controller. Accurate reporting of flow specific metrics

will help traffic management tools make load balancing decisions to improve network

performance through congestion reduction. Perhaps most importantly, less costly

monitoring will enable SDNs to take on more load balancing functions and assure the

scalability of centralized network control in dynamic networks.

This chapter updates existing theoretical work on minimum monitor placement

to include the multipath flows present in modern networks. We call the monitors

used turnstiles, and place them logically on edges in the network. Physically,

these monitors are not additional hardware, but rather traffic recording on specific

router interfaces. The Turnstile Placement (TP) problem looks for minimum

cost turnstile placements to monitor multiple multipath flows in a network. The

TP problem formulation supports general turnstile cost functions for customized
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performance metric optimization (e.g. minimize the number of turnstiles, minimize

the distance to controller). I establish a polynomial time solution to the TP

problem when there is only a single commodity by relating it to the cycle-transversal

problem [97,98]. I show the general TP problem is NP-hard to approximate within a

bound of o(ln k), and introduce a novel (lnm+ 1)(ln k + 1)-approximation algorithm

for the TP problem, where m is the number of edges in the graph and k is the number

of commodities. I also present a spanning tree based algorithm for the general TP

problem that leverages the relationship between the single commodity TP problem

and the cycle-transversal problem. Finally, a method for adapting existing single path

flow monitoring solutions to multipath TP instances is developed.

To demonstrate the efficacy of these approaches, an evaluation is included that

was primarily conducted by a colleague where the monitor placement costs of these

algorithms are compared on real Internet topologies with realistic traffic patterns.

The simulations show that the approximation algorithm placements are within 1% of

optimal, on scenarios for which the optimal solution could be computed. On larger

examples, the approximation algorithm outperforms the other methods proposed.

The rest of this chapter is organized as follows. Related work is discussed on

page 76. Formalizing the TP problem, detailing its relationship to other fundamental

graph problems, and discussing its complexity begins on page 79. Algorithms are

presented on page 85. Experimental results are presented on page 93 and conclusions

are made on page 99.

Related Work

Previous efforts to reduce the overhead of control traffic in network monitoring

can be classified into three categories: (1) sampling or stopping monitor placement
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after covering a portion of the network, (2) utilizing heuristics, and (3) considering a

simplified problem formulation in which flows have a single path.

The first category of related work deals with monitor placement using sampling

techniques [56, 89, 104, 106]. Jackson et al. focus on capturing a high percentage of

network traffic data by using a minimum number of monitors on autonomous system

boundaries [56]. However, considering different autonomous systems as single entities

results in a loss of flow monitoring precision at the router level. Another common

approach to reduce monitoring load is to sample only a fraction of packets at a

router [89, 104, 106]. Suh et al. , in one problem formulation, consider the problem

of monitoring flows by maximizing the coverage without violating the deployment

and operating costs of monitors, while optimizing sampling rates [89]. Cantieni et al.

also optimize monitor placement and sampling strategies to achieve high monitoring

coverage [26]. However, sampling approaches result in a probabilistic coverage of the

network flows, which can lead to lower accuracy of flow volume estimation and increase

the likelihood of missing smaller flows. Probabilistic and redundant coverage of

sampling is also a drawback of monitoring tools available on routers such as NetFlow,

or CMON [36,55].

The second type of solution uses heuristics to place monitors [27,53,76,104,105].

Zang et al. propose greedy heuristics that monitors flows on each edge [104].

Huang et al. optimize monitor placement in dynamic routing scenarios using one MILP

and two heuristics [53]. The authors later introduce a framework, LEISURE, that

balances monitoring tasks equally between different monitors in the network [27].

Heuristic solutions, however, do not offer performance guarantees.

Third, previous work considers single path routing for each flow [26, 29, 89].

Chaudet et al. considers minimizing monitoring overhead with passive monitors by

minimizing the number necessary to observe the network edges [29]. Assuming fixed
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path routing allows the authors to show the problem’s equivalence to Set Cover as

well as allowing for a reduction from their problem to the Minimum Edge Cost Flow

problem. In one formulation of the problem, Chaudet et al. consider the multipath

version of the problem but only introduce an ILP with no additional complexity

results. Suh et al. define several variations of network monitoring problems, without

sampling, show them to be NP-Hard, and propose approximation algorithms and

Integer Program solutions [89]. The shortcoming of single path routing is that they are

not compatible with multipath forwarding of equal-cost multipath routing (ECMP),

or multipath TCP (MPTCP).

This chapter takes two approaches to addressing these gaps. First, it provides

an approximation algorithm for multipath flow instances that achieves a performance

guarantee and a novel heuristic. Second, it provides a method to adapt existing single

path flow monitoring solutions in a multipath context. These solutions also use a

flexible cost function able to minimize the overhead of monitoring control traffic.

One final related work category monitors vertices in the network, rather then

edges [49, 74, 76, 105]. Gupta et al. develop techniques to reduce overall monitoring

overhead in wireless mesh networks [49]. One of the techniques that they utilize

is minimizing the number of routers used as monitors with a modified vertex cover

approximation algorithm that prioritizes vertices with a high degree. Park and Lee

also maximize network coverage while reducing the number of monitors, placed on

vertices, to detect DDoS attacks in networks [74]. Zeng et al. and Qin et al. focus

on minimizing the number of vertex monitors in a network using heuristics [76, 105].

These approaches have the cost equivalent to monitoring traffic on all the edges at a

vertex – a solution subsumed by the approach taken in this chapter and avoided in

practice due to its high cost.
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Problem Formulation

Consider a network, comprised of a set of vertices V and directed edges E. Each

of the k flows in the network consists of a source sk and destination tk vertex, along

with a set of edges, Ek ⊂ E, hosting the flow. Flow instances (sk, tk, Ek) are known,

but traffic volumes at each edge are unknown. Additionally, a weight c(e) is associated

with each edge in the network, reflecting the cost of monitoring the traffic on that

edge. This monitoring cost function enables optimization of various performance

metrics (e.g. minimize the number of monitors placed, minimize distance between

monitors and controllers).

By monitoring traffic patterns on a select set of edges, we seek to determine

the flow volumes on all edges of the network. The network is subject to the normal

conservation of flow assumption: The amount of flow into each vertex equals the

amount out, except at sources and destinations. We aim to identify the amount

of traffic traversing each edge in the network by utilizing turnstile monitors to

disambiguate traffic volume on each edge. A turnstile is able to log all traffic that it

encounters and is able to determine which flow the traffic belongs to. The placement

of a turnstile incurs the cost of the edge weight associated with monitoring that

edge. The goal is to place a minimum cost set of turnstiles so as to determine the

traffic volume on every edge in the network. The Turnstile Placement problem is

formally defined below and a sample instance with a valid turnstile placement is

presented in Figure 5.1.

Definition 5.1. Given a weighted, directed graph, G = (V,E, c), where c : E → R

is a turnstile placement cost function, and a set of commodity flows {(sk, tk, Ek)},

where sk is the source, tk is the destination, and Ek are the edges used for the kth

commodity, the Turnstile Placement (TP) problem seeks a subset M ⊆ E of
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Figure 5.1: Sample TP instance with two commodities

minimum total cost, such that knowing the commodity flow volumes on the edges in

M uniquely determines all commodity flows on all edges.

Turnstile Placement for a Single Commodity

The special case of the TP problem with a single commodity (one multipath

flow) is called the Single Commodity TP (SC-TP) problem. Given an undirected

graph, G = (V,E), a cycle transversal of the graph is a set of edges, S ⊂ E, such

that every cycle in the graph includes at least one edge from S [97,98]. Establishing

the equivalence between the SC-TP and the cycle transversal problem requires a

slight modification to the SC-TP input. Complete a source-destination cycle by

adding a back-edge from the destination to the source vertex. This modified graph is

represented as G = (V,E ∪ {(t, s)}, c) for source s and destination t in V . With the

back-edge in place, conservation-of-flow at each each vertex in G can be enforced, as

the back-edge carries the total flow from s to t, and back to s.

Lemma 5.1. Given an instance to the SC-TP problem, G = (V,E ∪ {(t, s)}, c) and

a single flow, the set T ⊂ E is a feasible solution to the SC-TP instance if and only

if it is a cycle transversal for G with undirected edges.

Proof. Suppose that T ⊂ E is a feasible solution to an SC-TP problem instance.

This means that the traffic values for each edge in E can be determined from the

turnstiles on T , but the cost of T need not be optimal. Consider, for the sake of a
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contradiction, a cycle in the undirected version of G that did not have an edge in T .

If such a cycle existed, then an arbitrary amount of traffic r, could be added to each

edge e of the cycle, where the flow on e is increased by r if the edge points in the

direction of the cycle and −r otherwise. Hence, edges can host unrestricted traffic

values, and contradicts T being a solution to the SC-TP problem. Thus, T must

provide a cycle transversal of the undirected version of G.

Suppose that S ⊂ E is a cycle transversal for the undirected version of G. For

the sake of a contradiction, further suppose that S is not a valid solution to the SC-

TP problem. This means that there is some edge, (u, v), whose flow value cannot

be determined from knowing the flows on the edges S. Since conservation of flow

holds at each vertex, there must be at least one other edge incident to v whose flow

is also not determined. Without loss of generality, say this is the edge from v to w.

Again, there is an edge starting at w and going to some vertex other than v on which

the flow is also undetermined. Note that this edge is necessarily not in S. Since G

is finite, continuing to follow a path of undetermined edges in this manner must

ultimately create a cycle without any edges in S. Existence of this cycle contradicts

the assumption that S provides a cycle transversal. Thus, S must be a valid solution

to the SC-TP problem.

Since the same set of edges is used in an SC-TP solution as in a cycle transversal

solution, the accumulated edge costs of these solutions are identical. Thus, a minimum

cost cycle transversal solution equates to a minimum cost SC-TP solution, and vice

versa. The equivalence of the SC-TP and cycle transversal problems provides a

solution to SC-TP instances, as the minimum cycle transversal problem can be solved

by determining a maximum cost spanning tree (easily computed using a standard

minimum-weight spanning tree algorithm and negating all edge costs).
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Lemma 5.2. Given an undirected graph with edge costs, G = (V,E, c), and a

spanning tree, T ⊂ E, of maximum cost,the remaining edges, E \T , form a minimum

cost cycle transversal of G.

Proof. Suppose that T is a maximum cost spanning tree of G. Since T is a tree, it

cannot contain any cycles, and so any cycle in G must have at least one edge in E \T ,

otherwise the entire cycle would be contained in T . Therefore, the set E \ T forms a

cycle transversal of G.

Since T is a spanning tree of maximum cost, the remaining edges in E \ T form

a minimum cost spanning tree complement, and therefore, a minimum cost cycle

transversal of G.

Since the back edges in the SC-TP instance are not actually present in the

network, we wish to avoid selecting them for turnstile placement. If the back-edge

costs are made larger than any real edge in the SC-TP instance, they will be included

in the maximum cost spanning tree, thereby ensuring they will not be selected for

turnstile placement.

Turnstile Problem Complexity

Lemma 5.1 and Lemma 5.2 show how the SC-TP problem can be solved

optimally in polynomial time. However, The general TP problem is inapproximable

within a bound of w ln k for some w > 0, where k is the number of commodities in the

TP instance. This result is obtained via a reduction from the SET-COVER problem

and details are included in Lemma 5.3. Due to the complexity of the TP problem, on

page 85 an approximate solution is pursued in lieu of pursuing optimal approaches.
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Lemma 5.3. There exists a constant, w > 0, such that the TP problem has

no polynomial time w ln k-approximation algorithm, where k is the number of

commodities, unless P = NP .

Proof. This result is via an approximation-preserving reduction from the SET-

COVER problem: Given a collection S of subsets of a finite sized universe, U , find a

minimum sized S ′ ⊂ S such that for all u ∈ U , u is contained in some set in S ′. Let

S = {S1, ..., Sn}, where Si ⊂ U for all i, be an instance of SET-COVER. Reduce this

instance to a TP instance as follows:

Create a graph component with a line topology having n + 1 vertices and n

edges, where vertex j shares a directed edge to vertex j + 1. These n edges will each

be sequentially associated with a unique member of S (e.g. edge from j to j + 1

corresponds to set Sj). Let the turnstile placement cost function be unit valued for

all edges in the graph, thereby making the objective to minimize the total number

of turnstiles placed.

Each element of the universe, U , will be represented by a single-path commodity

flow. Do this by first creating, for each element in U , two new vertices to serve as that

commodity’s source and destination. For each commodity, i, consider the ordered list

of sets, Si ⊂ S that its corresponding element of the universe is a member of. Create

a source- to-destination path for each commodity by beginning at that commodity’s

source and making a directed edge to the vertex corresponding to the source vertex

of its first element of Si. So, if Sj is the first element of Si, an edge will be made

from commodity i’s source to vertex j. Now, take the existing edge to that set’s

destination vertex and create a new directed edge to the source vertex of the next

element of Si. Continue this process until there are no remaining elements in Si,

and then terminate at that commodity’s destination vertex. See Figure 5.2 for an
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Figure 5.2: Reduction of SET-COVER instance to TP instance

example reduction where the SET-COVER instance has universe, U = {1, 2, 3}, and

sets, S = {{1}, {2}, {1, 3}, {1, 2}, {2, 3}}.

A solution to the SET-COVER instance provides a solution to the TP instance

of the same size since a subset of S that contains all elements of the universe will

correspond to a set of edges that are cumulatively traversed by each commodity.

Since each commodity is a single path, requiring a single turnstile to monitor its

traffic, these edges provide a valid solution to the TP instance.

Given any solution to the TP instance, this solution is equivalent to one with

turnstiles placed only on edges generated by elements of S, as opposed to the

commodity specific edges. This solution corresponds to an equally sized solution to

the SET-COVER instance, as a subset of S is selected that must cover all elements

of the universe, since the turnstiles cover all commodities.

Since the turnstiles placed and the set cover elements are in one-to- one

correspondence, the number of turnstiles placed for the TP instance is the same as the

size of the set cover, thereby making the costs equal and the reduction approximation-

preserving. It was shown in [81] that there exists a constant, w > 0, such that SET-

COVER cannot be approximated within a factor of w lnn, where n is the size of the

universe U , unless P = NP . Therefore, TP cannot be approximated within a factor

of w ln k, where k is the number of commodities, unless P = NP .
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Algorithms

This section provides three algorithms for the TP problem. The first is an

approximation algorithm that greedily selects turnstile locations to minimize total

solution cost. The second algorithm leverages the relationship between the SC-TP

problem and the complement of maximum spanning trees detailed in Lemma 5.1

and Lemma 5.2. The third is a method that enables using existing single path

solutions for a multipath TP instance. On page 93, performance of these solutions

are demonstrated with a constant valued turnstile placement cost function, resulting

in the objective of minimizing the number of turnstiles placed. However, the

algorithms detailed in this section are able to handle any generalized turnstile

placement cost function.

An Approximation Algorithm

This section introduces an approximation algorithm, TP-Approx, for the

TP problem with a general turnstile placement cost function, which achieves an

approximation ratio of (lnm + 1)(ln k + 1), where k is the number of commodities

and m is the number of edges in the network. (Theorem 5.1 below actually proves a

slightly tighter bound.)

Each edge in a TP instance hosts some number of flows. A turnstile placed on

some edge is said to help a commodity if that turnstile lies on at least one cycle in

that commodity not already containing a turnstile. In this way, a proposed turnstile

location only helps a commodity if that turnstile will reduce the number of additional

turnstiles required for that commodity.
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TP-Approx makes iterative turnstile placements, where the turnstile placed in

each iteration is on the edge that minimizes the cost per commodity helped. This

process continues until there are no cycles left in any of the commodity subgraphs.

The turnstile cost function determines the cost of a candidate turnstile. The number

of commodities helped by an edge (u, v) is calculated by checking, for each commodity,

if any path exists from u to v besides the direct edge (u, v) in each commodity’s

subgraph. If a such a path exists, then (u, v) belongs to an uncovered cycle, and thus

placing a turnstile on (u, v) helps that commodity. Once the best turnstile location

edge e is determined, e is removed from all commodity graphs. This ensures that

cycles discovered in subsequent iterations are not covered by any turnstile selected up

to that point. An outline of TP-Approx is presented in Algorithm 5.1 and its running

time is analyzed in Lemma 5.4.

Let c(e) be the cost of placing a turnstile on edge e.

Let helps(e) be commodities helped by a turnstile on edge e.

On TP instance {(V,E, c), {(sk, tk, Ek)}}:
while there exists e ∈ E such that helps(e) 6= ∅

Determine e′ = arg mine
c(e)

|helps(e)|

Place a turnstile on edge e′

Remove e′ from G

Update helps(e) for remaining edges e ∈ G
endwhile

Algorithm 5.1: TP-Approx

Lemma 5.4. TP-Approx returns a set of turnstiles that resolves all traffic flows on

each edge in the network and has a running time of O(km3), where k is the number

of commodities and m is the number of edges in the network.
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Proof. Lemma 5.1 shows that a cycle transversal provides a valid turnstile solution

for a single commodity. Since the algorithm runs until all intra-commodity cycles

have at least one turnstile on them, all traffic for each commodity is monitored, and

thus the turnstiles selected provide a valid solution for the entire network.

In each iteration of the algorithm, the number of commodities helped must be

calculated for each edge. This amounts to, for each edge, searching for a cycle in

each commodity’s subgraph, which can be done with depth first search in a total of

O(km2). The number of iterations needed is maximized when the algorithm places a

turnstile on each edge. Therefore, the running time of Algorithm 5.1 is in O(km3).

Theorem 5.1. TP-Approx achieves a (lnRmax + 1)(ln k + 1)-approximation ratio,

where k is the number of commodities and Rmax is the maximum number of turnstiles

needed by any single commodity, considered in isolation as an SC-TP instance.

Rmax = maxi(mi − ni + 1) where ni is the number of vertices and mi is the number

of edges in the subgraph hosting commodity i.

Proof. Let Rt
i be the number of remaining turnstiles needed for commodity Ki, just

after TP-Approx places the t-th turnstile, Tt. Note that for each commodity Ki,

R0
i = mi−ni+1 since the spanning tree has exactly ni−1 edges and the complement

of the spanning tree are the edges that break all cycles, as detailed in Lemma 5.2.

Say that commodity Ki is finished when Rt
i reaches 0. Define the function helps on

a turnstile T at iteration t as,

helpst(T ) = {Ki : Rt
i = Rt−1

i − 1, if T is chosen at t} (5.1)

Let OPT = {T ∗1 , . . . , T ∗p } be an optimal placement of turnstiles. Suppose the TP-

Approx algorithm chooses turnstiles, ALG = {T1, . . . , Ta}, in this order. Consider

Ki ∈ helps(Tt). Just prior to TP-Approx selecting Tt, at least Rt−1
i turnstiles in OPT
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that could help Ki have not yet been selected by ALG. If this were not the case, then

by adding them to TP-Approx’s solution, commodity Ki could be finished with fewer

than Rt−1
i turnstiles, which contradicts Lemma 5.2. Note that the per-commodity

cost of Tt is at most the per-commodity cost of the aforementioned OPT turnstiles

(since TP-Approx makes a greedy choice). Pick any Rt−1
i of these OPT turnstiles and

call the set of them OPT(t, i). Observe that,

c(Tt)

|helpst(Tt)|
≤ 1

Rt−1
i

∑
T ∗∈OPT(t,i)

c(T ∗)

|helpst(T
∗)|

We have,

c(ALG) =
a∑
t=1

c(Tt)

=
a∑
t=1

∑
Ki∈helpst(Tt)

c(Tt)

|helpst(Tt)|

≤
a∑
t=1

∑
Ki∈helpst(Tt)

1

Rt−1
i

∑
T ∗∈OPT(t,i)

c(T ∗)

|helpst(T
∗)|

=
∑

T ∗∈OPT

c(T ∗)
a∑
t=1

∑
Ki∈helpst(Tt)
T ∗∈OPT(t,i)

1

Rt−1
i |helpst(T

∗)|
(5.2)

After each iteration, t, some of the Rt
i decrease by 1 (those commodities helped by

Tt). If Rt
i reaches 0 and Ki ∈ helps1(T

∗), then |helpst+1(T
∗)| < |helpst(T

∗)|. Order

the commodities in helps1(T
∗) by increasing R0

i values; say the set is K1∗ , . . . Kk∗0
.

The sum over iterations, t, is maximized if TP-Approx helps the commodities in this

order (so that the first commodity, K1∗ , is finished before any others are helped, etc.).
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In this case, we have:

a∑
t=1

∑
Ki∈helpst(Tt)
T ∗∈OPT(t,i)

1

Rt−1
i |helpst(T

∗)|

=

k0∑
k=1

1

k0 − k + 1

1∑
h=R0

k∗

1

h

≤
k0∑
k=1

1

k0 − k + 1
(lnR0

k∗ + 1)

≤
k0∑
k=1

1

k0 − k + 1
(lnRmax + 1)

= (lnRmax + 1)

k0∑
k=1

1

k0 − k + 1

≤ (lnRmax + 1)(ln k + 1), (5.3)

where Rmax = maxiR
0
i . Substituting (5.3) into (5.2) yields,

c(ALG) ≤
∑

T ∗∈OPT

c(T ∗)(lnRmax + 1)(ln k + 1)

= (lnRmax + 1)(ln k + 1)c(OPT),

as was to be shown.

Corollary 5.1. Since Rmax ≤ m, the TP-Approx algorithm trivially achieves an

(lnm+ 1)(ln k + 1) approximation ratio.

A Maximum Spanning Tree Approach

This section introduces another approach to solve the TP problem based on

the relationship between the turnstile problem and the cycle transversal problem

detailed on page 80. Lemma 5.2 showed that placing turnstiles on the complement of
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a maximum spanning tree (MaxST) for a single commodity instance, SC-TP, provides

an optimal turnstile placement for that instance.

Given an instance of the TP problem, the algorithm TP-MaxST iterates through

the set of commodities, finding a MaxST over the edge set for that commodity, and

places turnstiles on the complement of the MaxST. After turnstiles are placed for

a commodity, all the edges selected are removed from the graph. This will ensure

that purchased turnstiles will break cycles in any future commodities sharing those

edges, and will not be included in their MaxSTs. Since each commodity has turnstiles

placed on the complement of a MaxST over its edge set, TP-MaxST will produce a

valid solution for the full TP instance. TP-MaxST is detailed in Algorithm 5.2.

On TP instance {(V,E, c), {(sk, tk, Ek)}}:
forall commodities (sk, tk, Ek) in TP instance

Find a MaxST Tk that spans Ek

Place turnstiles on Ek \ Tk
Remove all edges e ∈ Ek \ Tk from E

endforall

Algorithm 5.2: TP-MaxST

A Multipath to Single Path Translation

This section details a process for adapting existing multicommodity, single path,

flow monitoring approaches to multipath TP instances. One näıve approach would be,

given an instance with a multipath commodity, decompose its flow into a collection of

single path s−t flows. Aggregate solutions to the single path flows could then be used

as a solution to the multipath flow. This approach does not address ambiguities that

can occur at intersections of those decomposed paths and is illustrated in Figure 5.3a.
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(b) Valid pathlet decomposition

Figure 5.3: Path and pathlet decomposition

In that example, the instance requires at least two turnstiles however, if the multipath

flow were to be decomposed into s− t paths, blue and red, a turnstile placed on edge

(b, d) would cover the two single path flows, but not the original multipath flow with

undirected cycle (a, b, c)

To successfully decompose a multipath TP instance, segment each multipath

flow into a set of sub-paths (pathlets), such that a turnstile anywhere on each pathlet

will provide a valid turnstile placement for the original multipath flow. These pathlets

can then be treated as their own single path flows, and the same monitors placed by

existing multicommodity single path monitoring approaches for the set of pathlets

will suffice to monitor the original TP instance.

The translation from multipath TP instances into single path commodities

involves decomposing each multipath flow into a collective set of pathlets. For each

multipath flow from the TP instance, the decomposition begins by marking the source

and sink vertices in the flow. Unmarked pathlets are then iteratively added to the

set. An unmarked pathlet is a loopless path constructed between marked vertices

such that only unmarked edges and vertices are traversed. One way to generate this

is by using breadth first search from some marked vertex over unmarked edges until

the first marked vertex is reached. The pathlet is added to the set of pathlets, and
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each vertex and edge in the pathlet is marked. This process is continued until all

edges in the flow are marked. Once a flow is decomposed into pathlets, all marks

are disregarded and the next flow is decomposed. The set of pathlets resulting from

the decomposition of all multipath flows in the TP instance is returned as a set of

single path flows, ready for existing single path sensor placement algorithms. This

translation is detailed in Algorithm 5.3 and shown in Figure 5.3b.

Let P = ∅ be the set of pathlets

On TP instance {(V,E, c), {(sk, tk, Ek)}}:
forall commodities (sk, tk, Ek) in TP instance

Mark sk and tk

while unmarked edges remain in Ek

Find unmarked path between marked vertices

Add path to P and mark all its vertices and edges

endwhile

endforall

return set of pathlets, P

Algorithm 5.3: Multipath Flows to Single Path Flows

Lemma 5.5. A turnstile placed anywhere on each pathlet in the set of pathlets

returned by Algorithm 5.3 will form a valid turnstile placement for the multipath

TP input.

Proof. By Lemma 5.1, a placement of turnstiles is valid if each cycle in the graph

has a turnstile on at least one edge. I aim to show that each cycle in the graph must

have one pathlet from P totally contained within that cycle. If that were the case,

then any turnstile placement along that pathlet would sufficiently cover that cycle,

thereby providing a valid placement as each cycle has such a pathlet.
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Consider a cycle in the graph. Because each pathlet in P is loopless, this cycle

must consist of multiple pathlets. Select some pathlet on the cycle that also contains

edges off the cycle (if no such pathlet exists, then the pathlets are fully contained in

the cycle and any turnstile placement will suffice). The vertices of that pathlet that

lie on the cycle cannot be intermediate vertices of any other pathlet, since pathlet

building ends as soon as a marked vertex is encountered. This means that those

vertices must be endpoints for one or more pathlets. Thus, the remaining pathlets

composing the rest of the cycle cannot all include edges off the cycle, or else some

pathlet must include a vertex from another pathlet as an intermediate vertex.

Experimental Results

This section is an evaluation of the algorithms presented in this chapter. This

evaluation is part of a paper, currently in review, containing the results detailed in this

chapter. The primary contributor to this evaluation, from implementing algorithms

to running simulations to assembling figures, is Samuel Micka, but it is included

in this dissertation to demonstrate the viability of the algorithms presented in this

chapter. To compare the solutions from this chapter to existing single path solutions,

we apply the multipath to single path translation described on page 90 and then

employ a greedy Set-Cover motivated by the solution introduced in [29]. This hybrid

algorithm is labeled the Greedy Single Path (GSP) algorithm. To minimize the total

number of turnstiles placed, a constant valued turnstile placement cost function is

employed.

To conduct our experiments, we use five network topologies from the Internet

Topology Zoo [58]: GEANT, a European backbone network, UUNET, a United States

backbone network, DFN, a German backbone network, Viatel, a European backbone
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network, and Tinet, a global backbone network. We choose these topologies as

representative examples of large real-world networks that support multipath flows.

Network traffic is generated on a per-commodity, per-instance, basis. We sample

from a set of vertices in each topology to serve as sources and destinations. The Fast

Network Simulation Setup (FNSS) is used to generate flow volumes [83]. Two methods

are used for generating commodity edge sets. The first process uses a standard

approach for determining multipath routing by having flows, volumes, and edge sets

generated by solving an instance of the multicommodity flow problem with the linear

program solver CPLEX. In the second method, edge sets are generated for flows by

choosing edges in the k-shortest paths from source to destination where k was varied

between one, three, and five. This method was used to reduce instance variability

favoring one algorithm over another by explicitly controlling the number of paths

accessible to each flow. Both methods result in a network with a defined topology and

a set of commodities with multipath routes from their sources to destinations. The

algorithms are tested on topologies containing four commodities and 100 commodities.

The instances containing 100 commodities are the result of merging 25 instances of

four commodities on the same topology. The volumes of these commodities make

these instances representative of a topology with a 100 commodities that has the

capacity to support four of them transmitting at full volume at any given time.

Number of Turnstiles Placed

The first simulation aims to determine the number of turnstiles placed by

the algorithms on instances small enough for optimal turnstile placements to be

computed. Figure 5.4 shows the results of these simulations. Four commodities

are generated, per instance, using the technique described above on the five Internet

Topology Zoo topologies using the CPLEX LP-Solver to generate the commodity
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Figure 5.4: TP algorithm evaluation on small network instances

edge sets. The graph shows the average number of turnstiles needed to monitor each

instance over 50 simulations, on each topology. OPT and TP-Approx average between

three and four turnstiles for each topology with TP-Approx placing, on average, fewer

than 1% more turnstiles than OPT. The number of turnstiles chosen by the optimal

solution to be necessary for the topologies averages at 3.91. GSP and TP-MaxST

place about 1% and 40% more turnstiles than OPT respectively. We suspect that

the Viatel topology requires fewer turnstiles than the others because there are fewer

distinct paths through the network than the others.

The second simulation aims to determine the number of turnstiles placed by the

algorithms on the five Internet Topology Zoo topologies, with larger traffic patterns

which contain too many flows to solve optimally. To generate an instance with

100 commodities, the instances are generated, four commodities at a time using the

CPLEX LP-Solver to generate commodity edge sets, and merged into a single graph.

Figure 5.5 shows the average number of turnstiles required by each algorithm over 50

iterations on each topology. TP-Approx places, on average across the five topologies,
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Figure 5.5: TP algorithm evaluation on large network instances

21.34 turnstiles in each simulation, whereas GSP places 22.6, and TP-MaxST places

45.04. As a result, TP-Approx places about 6% fewer turnstiles than GSP and

about 53% fewer turnstiles than TP-MaxST. Increasing the number of commodities

results in more of the underlying network being utilized, leading to a larger number

of turnstiles being placed by all solutions. The relative number of turnstiles required

between the various algorithms also increases due to TP-Approx and, to a lesser

extent, GSP making better use of inter-commodity collaborative placements.

The third simulation aims to determine the number of turnstiles placed by the

algorithms on the five Internet Topology Zoo topologies, with commodity edge sets

determined using the k-shortest path algorithm on each source destination pairing.

Like the previous simulation, 100 commodities are generated on each instance. To

determine the commodity edge sets, we use k-shortest paths with k equal to one, three,

and five, to explore the effectiveness of the different algorithms as the commodities

contain more paths. Figure 5.6 shows the average number of turnstiles required by

each algorithm over 50 iterations on the Tinet topology. TP-Approx places fewer
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Figure 5.6: TP algorithm evaluation with variable number of paths

turnstiles in every instance, even when k is set to one. This result confirms that

TP-Approx is a viable solution for the single path version of the problem, as well as

the multipath formulation. Increasing the value of k highlights the reduced number

of turnstiles placed by TP-Approx compared to the other solutions. TP-Approx

places 34.3 turnstiles on average while GSP and TP-MaxST place 39.78 and 53.9

respectively when k is set to three. In this case, the GSP solution places about 16%

more turnstiles than TP-Approx. TP-Approx places 38.84 turnstiles on average and

GSP and TP-MaxST place 47.56 and 63.4 when k is set to five. This results in GSP

placing about 22% more turnstiles than TP-Approx.

Placement Effectiveness

In certain scenarios (e.g. large topologies, restricted monitoring budget, loose

monitoring requirements), placing fewer turnstiles than necessary makes sense,

accepting that the entire network may not be covered. In this scenario, it is

advantageous to employ an algorithm that provides the highest rate of return, in
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terms of network coverage, per turnstile placed. The fourth simulation explores

this scenario by investigating the rate at which the algorithms cover the network.

Specifically, the Monitoring Benefit for placing a turnstile on an edge is the number

of flows that have a cycle covered as a result of the placement.

Figure 5.7 shows the total number of turnstiles placed, in the order that they are

placed, versus the number of commodity-required turnstiles covered. Note that the

number of commodity-required turnstiles is just the sum of the number of turnstiles

each individual commodity requires,
∑k

i=0mi − ni + 1, where k is the number of

commodities as detailed in the beginning of the proof to Theorem 5.1. Using the

Tinet topology, with 100 commodities, we obtain the results shown in Figure 5.7.

The commodity edge sets are generated using k-shortest paths with k set to three.

TP-Approx achieves 95% of the total number of commodity-required turnstiles

after placing 26 turnstiles, whereas GSP requires 30 and TP-MaxST requires 36 to

cover 95% of the commodity-required turnstiles. In this scenario, TP-Approx requires

almost 14% fewer turnstiles than GSP and almost 28% fewer turnstiles than TP-

MaxST for cover 95% of the commodity-required turnstiles. TP-Approx is not only

able to place a fewer number of total turnstiles for full coverage, but is capable of

placing turnstiles that benefit a large number of flows from the beginning. Figure 5.7

shows that this trend holds steady for any percent of the total number of commodity-

required turnstiles. Interestingly, initial turnstiles placed by TP-MaxST and GSP are

close to benefiting the same as TP-Approx, but that TP-MaxST diverges into less

valuable placements at about 25% coverage of the commodity-required turnstiles.
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Figure 5.7: TP algorithm monitoring benefit evaluation

Conclusions

The turnstile placement techniques introduced in this chapter provide a new and

efficient way to monitor multipath traffic flows, in settings such as software defined

networks, to improve load balancing and network efficiency. Minimizing the number of

turnstiles reduces the cost of monitoring; I have developed several efficient algorithms

that minimize the number of turnstiles needed to monitor traffic flows. In particular,

the TP-Approx algorithm achieves near optimal performance in simulations on real

Internet topologies. There are several interesting open questions regarding flow

monitoring with turnstiles: First, besides the cost of turnstile placement, there may be

additional costs related to the volume of the flows monitored. Although flow volumes

are initially unknown, once turnstiles are placed and edge-flow volumes calculated,

the turnstile costs could be updated to reflect current flow volumes. Second, the

network is dynamic and new flows will be added while old flows are removed. If the

existing turnstiles are insufficient (or redundant), then a new turnstile solution should
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be found, that accrues the least changeover cost. Finally, turnstile monitoring may

be of use for flow monitoring in other types of networks, e.g. transportation networks,

social networks, etc.
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